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Sept_21 Afternoon0.1 5:00-5:15 Opening address CES exec & LOC 0.1Aa

Sept_21 Afternoon0.2 5:15-6:00 Keynote 1 Keynote Ruth Mace Why be a monk? The behavioural ecology of religious celibacy in Tibet 0.2Ab Here we use the tools of behavioural ecology to try and understand the evolution of religious beliefs and practices; specifically our recent studies of the causes and consequences of religious celibacy in Amdo Tibetans (in western PRC). Historically a large number of young boys were sent to live a celibate life in monasteries. We find that this apparently costly practice of sending sons to the monastery, does in fact have kin selected benefits for other family members. We also examine the implication for local sex ratios, and for the workloads of men and women. It appears that ecology and kin selection can underpin apparently costly behaviours, generating gender biased behaviour and even the emergence of religious institutions.AULA

Sept_21 Aftternoon0.3 6:00-8:00 Opening reception with drinks and snacks Vandrehallen

Sept_22 Morning1.1 8:45-10:30 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Chair: Iza Romanowska AULA

Sept_22 Morning1.1 8:45-9:00 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Session talk Yotam Ben-Oren Cultural specialization as a double-edged sword: division into specialized guilds might promote cultural complexity at the cost of higher susceptibility to cultural loss1.1Ma The transition to specialization of knowledge within populations could have facilitated the accumulation of cultural complexity in humans. Specialization allows populations to increase their cultural repertoire without requiring that members of that population increase their individual capacity to accumulate knowledge. However, specialization also means that domain-specific knowledge can be concentrated in small subsets of the population, making it more susceptible to loss. Here we use a model of cultural evolution to demonstrate that specialized populations can be more sensitive to stochastic loss of knowledge than populations without subdivision of knowledge, and that demographic and environmental changes have an amplified effect on populations with knowledge specialization. Finally, we suggest that specialization can be a double-edged sword; specialized populations may have an advantage in accumulating cultural traits but may also be less likely to expand and establish themselves successfully in new demes due to the increased cultural loss that they experience during the population bottlenecks that often characterize such expansions.

Sept_22 Morning1.1 9:00-9:15 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Session talk Kenji Itao Transition of Social Organizations Driven by Gift Relationship 1.1Mb Anthropologists have observed gift relationships that establish social relations as well as the transference of goods in many human societies. The totality of social relations constitutes the network. Social scientists have analyzed different types of social organizations with characteristic network. However, the factors and mechanisms that cause the transition between these types are hardly explained. Here, we focus on the gift as the driving force for such change. We build the model by idealizing gift interactions and simulate the consequent social change due to long-term massive interactions. Through simulation, we demonstrate that as the frequency of the gift increases, the network structures are less clustered and more hierarchically organized. Also, the economic and social disparities successively emerge. These transition corresponds to the change from bands to tribes and to chiefdoms. Following this, statistical analysis using the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample, a global ethnographic database, empirically verifies the theoretical results on the emergence of disparities and hierarchical organizations due to the increase in the gift.

Sept_22 Morning1.1 9:15-9:30 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Session talk Petr Tureček Making a point: The imitation error is proportional to the difference between the demonstrators1.1Mc When precise imitation of an average cultural trait (e.g. from multiple prestigious individuals) is the goal, the error-prone approximation of the average is the unavoidable outcome. The Galton-Pearson (GP) inheritance model, where a constant standard deviation characterises the error, is currently the mainstream in cultural evolution. We aimed to test whether this assumption is justified when individuals directly observe and imitate multiple 'phenotypes'. Each of 200 participants received 10 sheets of paper containing a randomly positioned pair of black dots and was instructed to mark an intermediate point between the dots as precisely as possible. Imitation error was directly proportional to the difference between demonstrator positions. The model, where the standard deviation of 'cultural offspring' is proportional to the standard deviation of 'cultural parents', explained 88% more variance than the GP model. Previous simulation work has shown that different inheritance models lead to different macroevolutionary patterns. Therefore, this result has profound implications for evolutionary trajectories if the adaptation is due to cultural and not biological inheritance.

Sept_22 Morning1.1 9:30-9:45 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Session talk Yoav Ram Cultural evolution of cooperation with non-vertical transmission 1.1Md Introduction. The evolution of cooperation is a long-standing problem in evolutionary theory. However, cooperation is usually assumed to be genetically transmitted, despite evidence the prosocial behaviors are socially learned in humans as well as non-human animals (e.g., killer whales).

Sept_22 Morning1.1 9:45-10:00 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Session talk Madeleine Patra Ammar Memory and Social Learning 1.1Me The ability to remember many cultural traits, and the context in which it is best to use them, is a clear feature of human cognition. However, this is rarely considered in models of the evolution of social learning. Without memory such models found that the benefit of innovation increases with environmental variability and social learning is most useful in stable environments. In our agent-based model, we investigate the interaction between memory and social learning and its implication for adaptation. With memory, agents can store information about traits they have learned and recall this later. The environment can change between time steps and agents use stored information to assess their traits in the current environment. Here ‘forgetting’ is a probabilistic process where rarely used traits are more easily forgotten than those frequently used. We consider how the rates of forgetting and social learning co-evolve. Large memories limit the need for innovation in rapidly changing environments by increasing the probability that individuals have adaptive information after an environmental change. This is driven by the presence of reservoirs of unexpressed persistent cultural variation. We explore the structure of ‘ideal’ cultural repertoires, balancing the probability of using the wrong cultural trait with retaining beneficial traits. This balance in turn affects the amount of social learning in stable environments. This approach to memory in cultural evolution changes our understanding of the evolution of social learning in fluctuating environments.

Sept_22 Morning1.1 10:00-10:15 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Session talk Jérôme Euzenat Can AI systems culturally evolve their knowledge? 1.1Mf Many artificial intelligence systems are developed which interact with human beings and other such systems, sometimes embodied as robots. Their behaviour is driven by the knowledge they have on

Sept_22 Morning1.1 10:15-10:30 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 1 Session talk Alejandro Pérez Velilla The evolution of sharing norms as cultural strategies for risk management 1.1Mg Introduction: Risk-mitigation can be an important driver for the development of cultural practices and institutions. We concentrate on modeling the cultural evolutionary dynamics of sharing norms within clusters of individuals engaging in productive activities with associated risks, while sharing with each other at a cost. Through a process of growth and fission, sharing norms and sharer clusters evolve, leading to several possible configurations. Methods: Evolutionary game theory and insights from ergodicity economics are used to obtain results in a mathematical framework. Agent-based simulations are employed to generate simulated datasets with the future aim of interfacing with empirical data using Generative Inference. Results: Productivity increases the network carrying capacity of clusters as well as the optimal sharing norm, leading to more sharing in larger-sized clusters. Clusters can be at their densest in the regions of high variability, but sharing breaks down in both high-risk and high-security environments.

Sept_22 Morning1.2 8:45-10:30 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Chair: Andrew Whiten Richard Mortensenstuen

Sept_22 Morning1.2 8:45-9:00 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Session talk Julia Penndorf Cultural diffusion experiments with novel food reveal age-dependent conformity and potential foraging traditions in neighbouring groups of urban parrots1.2Ma Adoption of novel food is a major challenge for animals living in urban environments; the spread of innovation and establishment of traditions is one potential mechanism enabling its incorporation. Experimental introductions into groups of the same population have been a classic method to examine this mechanistic pathway. However, most studies have focused on the social learning of foraging techniques, which may have different associated social or cognitive biases. In this study, we conducted a two option and control experiment, presenting two novel foods (shelled almonds, coloured red or blue) in five neighbouring roosts of sulphur-crested cockatoos (Cacatua galerita). We tracked the spread of knowledge across social networks from trained demonstrators, and used experience weighted attraction models (EWA) to ask: (i) how social learning biases shape the acquisition of a novel food, and (ii) whether similarities in processing techniques can emerge within roosts or social associates, even in a continuous population. Examining the solves of 355 individuals, we found age-related differences, with juveniles - but not adults - exhibiting a conformist bias, preferentially choosing the most frequently eaten food. Lastly, when analysing 539 openings by 147 individuals, we found evidence for site-level differences that increased with distance and decreased with movement between sites.

Sept_22 Morning1.2 9:00-9:15 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Session talk Barbara Klump Bin-opening by cockatoos: behavioural flexibility and seasonal variation in a cultural transmitted trait1.2Mb Foraging innovations in urban environments can provide year-round access to human-derived resources. Wild sulphur-crested cockatoos in Sydney, Australia open the lids of household waste bins to scavenge for food, a behaviour that is culturally transmitted and geographically spreading. Cockatoos show a preference for opening red-lidded bins, where food waste is disposed of. A change in waste management in early 2021 asked people to now dispose their food waste in the green-lidded bins. For one year, we conducted a weekly survey of bin-opening behaviour to determine whether (i) bin-opening intensity fluctuates seasonally and (ii) how fast cockatoos switch from primarily targeting red-lidded to green-lidded bins. Our results suggest a strong seasonal change in bin-opening occurrence, likely driven by a relative scarcity in other available food sources during winter. The percentage of red-lidded bins that were opened declined over the survey period, while bin-opening of green-lidded bins increased. This change, however, was slow, likely due to a delayed uptake of the new waste management regime by the local population. Our study highlights how the expression of a cultural behaviour is influenced by seasonal food availability and shows how cockatoos can ’track’ the availability of human-provided resources and adjust their behaviour flexibly to accommodate changes.

Sept_22 Morning1.2 9:15-9:30 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Session talk Nilo M. Recalde Demography and cultural evolution in the wild: the landscape of diversity in bird song1.2Mc Population processes like dispersal, immigration and turnover play an essential role in evolution: they determine which individuals meet and reproduce and, as a result, shape the distribution of genetic diversity over space and time. By influencing when and which individuals interact, these processes also have the potential to affect traits that are culturally, rather than genetically, inherited, such as bird song. 

Teasing apart the relative contributions of population processes to the evolution of cultural traits is difficult, however, because it requires dense trait sampling and detailed individual life-history data—both notoriously hard to acquire in wild populations. To this end, we have built a multi-generational dataset containing the full song repertoires of hundreds of individuals in a population of great tits (Parus major) monitored extensively at Wytham Woods, UK. 

While simple at first impression, great tit songs are surprisingly diverse, and they give rise to a population-level cultural landscape that shifts continuously. Here, we take advantage of our long-term individual data and, using newly developed computational tools for studying large bird song datasets, show how demographic factors contribute to shaping local song diversity and complexity over multiple spatial and temporal scales.

Sept_22 Morning1.2 9:30-9:45 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Session talk Simeon Q. Smeele Monk parakeets exhibit individual vocal signatures and population-level dialects in their vocalisations1.2Md Language is a hallmark of human evolution, and probably one of the main catalysts for cumulative cultural evolution in our species. While it is hard to study early language evolution directly, animal models can be useful to understand evolutionary drivers of communication. Parrots are similar to primates in social and cognitive complexity, but unlike primates, are known for their life-long flexible vocal learning across multiple contexts. Parrots use social contact calls that enabling other individuals to stay in touch even in dense vegetation. Multiple studies have found group or location specific dialects in contact calls, suggesting social learning. It has also been suggested that these calls are individually distinct and enable individual recognition. However, it is unclear whether, and how, social calls can be used for both functions within the same species. Here, we studied variation in monk parakeet (Myiopsitta monachus) calls at three levels using multilevel Bayesian models: individual, colony and population. We show that they have distinct dialects across cities, evidencing social learning. We further show that individuals have a distinctively recognisable ‘voice print’ across call types. This is the first evidence of such a voice print in a vocal learner outside of humans, and demonstrates how both dialects and individual recognition is possible in a flexible vocal learner.

Sept_22 Morning1.2 9:45-10:00 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Session talk Nicole Creanza Can cultural evolution facilitate speciation in songbirds? 1.2Me Introduction: In vocal-learning songbirds, song has been suggested to reinforce behavioral reproductive barriers between closely related species; this process may help facilitate speciation. Other explanations for song divergence are that songs would gradually accumulate random changes through drift, that morphological changes in birds would lead to changes in song features, or that sound-transmission properties of the local environment would lead to song differences between populations in different habitats. 

Approach
Here we test these competing hypotheses by analyzing 2726 community-science recordings of 42 species (21 sister species pairs) in the Passerellidae family of sparrows, using song-analysis software we developed. 

Results
We found that geographic overlap was significantly associated with the degree to which sister species could be reliably distinguished by analyzing their song properties, and several song traits were found to evolve faster in sister species with range overlap than those without. 

Conclusions
Our results provide evidence that increased rates of cultural evolution could be a mechanism for population differentiation in songbirds.

Sept_22 Morning1.2 10:00-10:15 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Session talk Ximena Leon Role of learned song in the evolution and speciation of Eastern and Spotted Towhees1.2Mf Introduction: Since songbirds use their songs for species recognition, we investigated whether two newly formed species could be distinguished by their songs. Differences in the songs of the Spotted Towhee (Pipilo maculatus) and Eastern Towhee (Pipilo erythrophthalmus) are evident; however, intermediate songs have been reported, particularly in the Great Plains where their breeding ranges overlap.

Approach
We obtained recordings from Xeno-canto and performed syllable segmentation and song analysis using our recently published software, Chipper. Using log-transformed syllable features, we analyzed song variation across the geographic range of the two species and used a Random Forest Model to predict species classification.

Results 
Our data showed several patterns, including a positive correlation between the longitude coordinates and the bout duration (rho = 0.612, p < 2.2e-16). Additionally, our model had an accuracy of 89.4% using the log-transformed syllable features. 

Conclusions
Our results indicate that the songs of the Spotted and Eastern Towhees exhibit geographic patterns, and these closely related species can be distinguished by their songs with high accuracy using our model.

Sept_22 Morning1.2 10:15-10:30 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 1 Session talk Kate Snyder Cultural evolution after environmental stress: a case study of songbird populations affected by the 2016 New York drought1.2Mg Introduction: Environmental stress, especially during development, can cause impaired learning in individuals. Thus, learned behaviors, such as birdsong, may exhibit unique evolutionary dynamics after severe weather events relative to other traits. We predict that ecosystem-level stressors may cause population-level changes to birdsong as cohorts experience early-life stress, learn songs imperfectly, and tutor future generations. 

Approach
In 2016, an unprecedented drought affected western New York. We analyzed publicly available and our own birdsong recordings from 2010-2020, comparing two species in the drought-affected area and a nearby unaffected area. We also developed an agent-based model of song evolution after environmental stress.

Results and Conclusions
We found drought-associated song changes in the species with more complex songs but not in the species with a simple song, implying that stress-induced deficits may disproportionately affect traits that are more difficult to learn. With our model, we found important factors for enduring cultural evolution after stress: population isolation and stressor duration. Together, these results demonstrate that climatic events can induce population-level trait evolution due to disruption in learning.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 8:45-10:30 Biocultural social sciences 1 Chair(s): Luseadra Joy McKerracher & Elena Miu Preben Hornungstuen

Sept_22 Morning1.3 8:45-9:00 Biocultural social sciences 1 Session talk Elena Miu Female friendship and the horizontal transmission of low fertility values 1.3Ma Introduction: The demographic transition still remains a mystery. A shift from vertical to horizontal transmission is deemed instrumental in the spread of low fertility values, but we lack a mechanistic explanation for such a shift. Women’s personal advice networks are where ideas about fertility practices are exchanged, and are key to understanding this change. We expect that economic and cultural changes in rural areas lead to increasingly valuing non-kin over kin, and ego characteristics influence these friendship dynamics. 
Methods:
Here, using comprehensive demographic and relational data from 22 communities in rural Poland, we investigated how women’s personal networks change with ego-level attributes, and how network characteristics affect cultural transmission. We focused on network composition and interaction, bi-lateral social support, closeness and emotional support. 
Results:
We found that women characterized by less traditional values (i.e. high education, non-farming occupation) have less kin and more unrelated friends in their networks, who they rely on for emotional support. Women characterized by traditional rural values rely on genetic kin and affines, for practical and financial support. Importantly, we found trade-offs between types of support across women. 
Conclusions: These shifting networks moderate information transmission and help explain the cultural transmission of low fertility values.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 9:00-9:15 Biocultural social sciences 1 Session talk Yi-Ta Lu The coevolution of human fertility and wealth stratification 1.3Mb Fertility decline may involve quantity-quality trade-offs among children, and many studies assume this is adaptive via costs and benefits of wealth accumulation and transmission. Few models have explored these hypotheses over the long term. Here we ask: does wealth-stratification generate fertility declines when the marginal costs to reproduction (interpretable as cultural or economic perceptions) differ by class? 

We develop an ABM whereby agents inherit both parental wealth and a resource allocation strategy. They allocate wealth between fertility and inheritance in 1) a setting with density-dependent death and 2) a setting where wealth classes experience differential costs to reproduction. Descendant wealth is determined by the combination of inheritance and a random income contribution from the environment.

Preliminary results show that parents investing more in fertility than bequests leave more descendants over time. This dynamic converges faster in the second setting. Greater stratification also leads upper-class parents to have fewer children than the middle class, consistent with arguments that the wealthiest classes lead the demographic transitions.

We suggest that wealth stratification may be crucial in explaining historical fertility.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 9:15-9:30 Biocultural social sciences 1 Session talk Pablo Varas Enríquez How family, peers, and community matter in the differences of fertility preferences among women from rural Poland1.3Mc A preference for having a particular number of children is a cultural trait expected to influence the fertility outcome of a woman. However, fertility preferences often do not match with the realised fertility of a woman. This pattern is probably because not much is known on how fertility desires actually vary, only that they are highly context-dependant. Furthermore, there is no clear understanding on how the social context shapes the fertility preferences of a woman. Here, we study how the social fertility context at the family, peer, and community level shapes the ideal family size of women from rural Poland.

We build a Bayesian cross-classified multi-level model to account for the structure in the clustering at the family, peer, and community levels, and analyse how the average number of children ever born among clusters may shape the ideal number of children of Polish women (n=1,995).

The results will show to what extent the ideal number of children is clustered at the family, peer, and community levels. Specifically, the results will show how the mean fertility of the different clusters predicts the direction of the fertility preferences of a woman.

Knowing how the variability of fertility preferences is decomposed among the family, peers, and community levels can contribute to understand how the social context shapes culturally transmitted traits related to fertility.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 9:30-9:45 Biocultural social sciences 1 Session talk Roope Oskari Kaaronen Body-based units of measure in cultural evolution 1.3Me Introduction: Measurement systems are key drivers of cultural evolution. Early standardized measurement systems evolved from body-based units of measure, such as the cubit. Previous research has implied that ‘advanced’ standardized units replaced ‘primitive’ body-based units. We argue that this is not the whole story, and that body-based measurement persisted up until recent times to serve specific cultural-technological functions.

Materials/Methods
We collect ethnographic data from eHRAF and a literature review, documenting the use of body-based units. We develop a typology of body-based units and classify the cultural domains in which they are used. To study whether standardized systems replaced body-based systems, we collect data on the earliest evidence of standardization in each region.

Results
We find body-based units in 186 cultures around the world. We find that body-based units persisted centuries after the emergence of standardization. We describe how body-based units afforded the elaborate ergonomic design of various key technologies (e.g., kayaks, bows) which facilitated human adaptation.

Discussion
We discuss advantages of body-based units, including ergonomics, ease of use and availability. We discuss how standardization emerged rather as a tool for statecraft than for practical crafts, and how rules of thumb fell out of favor during industrial mass production.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 9:45-10:00 Biocultural social sciences 1 Session talk Brea McCauley Why do people engage in permanent body modification? A multidisciplinary review1.3Mf Introduction: Permanent body modification (PBM) practices (e.g. tattooing, scarring, piercing) have been a global phenomenon for tens of thousands of years and continue to grow in popularity. However, their potential costs (e.g. infection, infertility, even death) are such that they represent an evolutionary puzzle. Why do people undertake them?
Approach: We reviewed etic explanations for PBM from anthropology, archaeology, psychology, the cognitive science of religion, clinical medicine, and gender studies. We then attempted to interpret each of them in an evolutionary framework.
Results: We identified 31 explanations from over 350 sources. Thirteen of them effectively posit that PBM practices indirectly increase inclusive fitness via their impact on the modified individual’s group, while 10 suggest they directly increase inclusive fitness. The remaining explanations could not be recast in evolutionary terms.
Discussion: Despite the diversity in explanations for PBM practices, evolutionary theory enables most of them to be transformed into a set of competing hypotheses. The next challenge is to generate a systematic cross-cultural dataset on PBM with which to test the hypotheses.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 10:00-10:05 Biocultural social sciences 1 Lightning talk Ilaria Pretelli Age specific foraging success and importance of ecological knowledge in Pemba, Tanzania1.3Mh Introduction: Childhood is a period of life unique to humans. Childhood may have evolved through the need to acquire knowledge and subsistence skills. In an attempt to evaluate the importance of learning for the evolution of childhood, previous research examined the increase with age of returns to foraging. Any increase could be due to increases in knowledge or other factors such as body size and strength. 
Materials and methods: In a population of part time children foragers on the island of Pemba, Tanzania, we collected anthropometric measures such as size and strength (N: 202), estimated knowledge (N: 93) and observed a variety of foraging trips (N trips: 310, N individuals: 116). We estimate the contribution of the different elements to foraging success.
Preliminary results: We find that knowledge is important for foraging success 
Clearly defining the relative importance of somatic versus cognitive traits of forager children provides clues about the selective pressures leading to the evolution of early life history traits in our species.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 10:05-10:10 Biocultural social sciences 1 Lightning talk John Bunce A longitudinal study of cultural dynamics in Amazonian boarding schools 1.3Mi Introduction: When the children of one ethnic group are educated by adults of a different ethnic group, cultural dynamics in one or both groups may be affected in ways that are poorly understood. Such a situation characterizes Western-style education received by, or imposed upon, many indigenous peoples. Here I examine changes in distributions of distinctive cultural norms across a range of domains among indigenous Matsigenka students and their Mestizo teachers in three boarding secondary schools in Amazonian Peru.
Methods: I use Bayesian item-response theory models to characterize the distributions of norms among students and teachers interviewed in 2017 and 2019, and compare them to such distributions among non-academic Matsigenka and Mestizos.
Results: The analyses suggest that, in some boarding schools, Matsigenka students may be adopting some of the distinctive norms of their Mestizo teachers. The extent of this pattern appears to be mediated by, among other things, the particular boarding school environment.
Discussion: I discuss these results in light of new theory predicting when and why members of a disempowered minority group will adopt norms of a powerful majority.

Sept_22 Morning1.3 10:10-10:15 Biocultural social sciences 1 Lightning talk Renata Defelipe Moving infant observational research from lab to home: partial results from a systematic review1.4Md Our goal was to provide a how-to guide to move infant observational research from lab to home. We searched four databases (Scopus, PubMed, Google Scholar, Frontiers in Psychology Special Issue) from January to February 2022, using ‘infant/children’, ‘online/web-based/tele-observation’, ‘pandemic/Covid-19’ as descriptors. Eligible papers were in English or Portuguese, investigated children up to 13 years, used remote technology, and applied observation as methodology. Most of the 60 papers were from Developmental Psychology, from North America (e.g. USA), investigated Caucasian infants up to one year, used supervised online platforms (e.g. Zoom), used computers instead mobiles or tablets, and put the child facing the screen or in face-to-face interaction with the parents. The studies mostly concluded that remote infant observational research is feasible, especially, if you: observe infants up to one year old; design a short (e.g. 5 minute-session) and simple (e.g. free-play) experimental tasks; has already met your participants in person; give financial feedback (e.g. Amazon gifts); and are not dealing with low-income population with unsuitable internet and/or technological devices. The extent to which in-person research can be adapted for remote settings needs future investigation to promotes targeted investment in innovation, design, implementation, and effectiveness.

Sept_22 Morning1.4 8:45-10:30 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Chair: Edward Slingerland Mogens Zielerstuen

Sept_22 Morning1.4 8:45-9:00 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Session talk Edward (Ted) & M WillisSlingerland & MonroeThe Question of Ontology in Cultural Database Projects 1.4Ma One of the central challenges facing the designers of cultural database projects is that of ontology. What should the units of analysis be? Should multiple units be allowed and, if so, how should they be related? In this talk we will explain how the Database of Religious History (DRH) project has responded to this challenge, explore the advantages and disadvantages of the approach we have adopted, and describe the tension we have confronted between allowing units of analysis to proliferate and maintaining coherence and usability in the database.

Sept_22 Morning1.4 9:00-9:15 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Session talk Rachel Spicer Challenges for Quantitative Analyses of History: Examples from the Database of Religious History1.4Mb The Database of Religious History (DRH) consists of a series of polls, including mainly quantitative questions. There are many challenges for the analysis of DRH data—How to select a sample of religious groups? How to handle missing data? How to handle disagreement between experts? In this presentation I will address how these challenges have been managed in recent analysis. In particular I will focus on the challenge of defining a useful data set from the DRH sample to answer specific questions.

Sept_22 Morning 1.4 9:15-9:30 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Session talk Suzanne & StephenNewcombe & ChristopherThe INFORM database and Coding New Religious Movements 1.4Mc How can large-scale quantitative datasets be put in conversation with qualitative theorization about New Religious Movements? How can core definitional debates about NRMs and the New Age be deepened by trait clustering empirical data about practices, beliefs and social structures? This presentation extends the call for using mixed methods to measure popular religiosity and degrees of engagement within esoteric movements and NRMs. The aim is not to foreclose debate but rather to extend it by diachronically tracking NRM trait changes and grounding generalizations in more precise temporal and spatial specificity. The Database of Religious History (DRH) at the University of British Columbia provides such a platform for pairing quantitative and ethnographic data. By considering the DRH’s nascent NRM poll, we speculate about the challenges for standardizing tenaciously amorphous data and, if successful, how quantitative data can enliven several theoretical and definitional debates within New Religions Studies.

Sept_22 Morning 1.4 9:30-9:45 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Session talk Joshua C. & Joseph & BenjaminJackson & Watts & PurzyckiA new ethnographic database of religious beliefs 1.4Me Religious beliefs show profound cultural and historical diversity, and this diversity can yield insights into the ecological and cognitive foundations of religion. However, most studies of religious belief use participants from large industrialized nations who belong to major world religions. Here we describe an initiative to extract qualitative descriptions and quantitative codes for two major kinds of religious beliefs—characteristics of gods and spirits, and characteristics of supernatural explanations—using the ethnographic record. Our data cover 115 societies, 850 different supernatural agents, and thousands of different supernatural explanations. We also feature rich meta-data describing the ethnographic texts (e.g., source, field date) and societies. In this presentation, we will share early empirical insights from this database and a timeline for making the qualitative and quantitative data publicly accessible.

Sept_22 Morning1.4 9:45-10:00 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Session talk Scott Claessens The non-independence of nations and why it matters 1.4Mf INTRODUCTION: Cross-national analyses test hypotheses about drivers of global variation in national outcomes. However, since nations are connected via spatial proximity and cultural ancestry, cross-national analyses often violate assumptions of non-independence, inflating false positive rates. Here, we test whether cross-national research in economics and psychology sufficiently accounts for non-independence. METHODS: We conducted a systematic literature review, a simulation study, and reanalyses of 12 previous studies to determine whether previous cross-national analyses sufficiently account for non-independence. RESULTS: Our literature review revealed that controls for non-independence are rare in economics and psychology. When studies do include controls for non-independence, our simulations suggest that commonly used methods continue to produce false positives. In addition, we show that half of our reanalyses are no longer significant after controlling for non-independence using global proximity matrices. DISCUSSION: Existing cross-national analyses must be treated with caution. We urge social scientists to sufficiently control for non-independence in cross-national research.

Sept_22 Morning1.4 10:00-10:15 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Session talk Simon Greenhill Phlorest: A database of consistent and reusable language phylogenies. 1.4Mg Introduction: The last few decades have seen the publication of many language phylogenies. These phylogenies have proven to be incredibly useful for testing hypotheses about linguistic and cultural evolution. However, they can be hard to get hold of and require detailed phylogenetic knowledge to maximise their re-use.

Materials and Methods:
Phlorest is a database of published language phylogenies that aims to standardise the outputs of these analyses to make them FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable). First, each analysis is preprocessed to a consistent format, providing a summary tree and a posterior tree sample, linked where possible to the raw data. Each taxon in the analysis is mapped to catalogues like Glottolog and D-PLACE. Currently, Phlorest contains 42 phylogenies, covering a total of 3470 taxa from 1974 languages.

Results/Findings:
In this talk I will present Phlorest and discuss the benefits it provides. First, phlorest enables replicability and reuse of these trees. Second, having these phylogenies aligned in time and space enables us to compare patterns and processes across the globe. Third, phlorest allows us to scale up to bigger questions by combining trees into super trees. Finally, phlorest allows us to highlight interesting big picture findings from historical linguistics to the wider public, providing a highly visible resource that brings this research to a wider audience.

Sept_22 Morning1.4 10:15-10:30 Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Session talk Carol R. Ember Uniformity in Dress: A Worldwide Cross-Cultural Comparison 1.4Mh Introduction: Focusing on clothing and adornment (dress), this worldwide cross-cultural comparison asks why people in some societies appear to dress in uniform or standardized ways, whereas in other societies individuals display considerable variability in dress. Materials/Methods: Hypotheses are tested on 80 societies drawn from the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample (SCCS). The central hypotheses consider the impact of general societal tightness or looseness, degree of egalitarianism, societal complexity, and resource stress. Exploratory methods identify four latent constructs of dress from newly coded variables, one latent construct for tightness/looseness, and one latent construct for resource stress. Results: As expected, increased societal tightness was positively related to increased standardization and rules regarding dress and increased resource stress is generally related to more standardization of dress and rules regarding adornment. Societies mid-range in complexity have more standardization. Contrary to expectations, the predictors of tightness-looseness differ from the predictors of dress. Discussion/Conclusion: While some of the theorized relationships are supported, at the end of paper we discuss some puzzling findings, speculate about possible explanations, and suggest further lines of research.

Sept_22 COFFEE/POSTERS 10:30-11:00 Stakladen

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:00-1:00 Round table: An antidote to WEIRD Chair: Michelle Kline Mogens Zielerstuen

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:00-1:00 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 1) Kevin Hong Religion and Reality 1.5Aa

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:00-11:35 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 1) Feryl Badiani Religion and Reality 1.5Ab

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:00-11:35 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 1) Peter Maňo Maňo Religion and Reality 1.5Ac

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:00-11:35 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 1, discussant) Aiyana Willard Discussion: Religion and Reality 1.5Ad

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:00-11:35 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 2) Robin Nelson Learning and Human Development 1.5Ae

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:35-12:20 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 2) Megan Bang Learning and Human Development 1.5Af

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:35-12:20 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 2) Rubeena Shamsudheen Learning and Human Development 1.5Ag

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:35-12:20 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 2, discussant) Michelle Kline Discussion: Learning and Human Development 1.5Ah

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 11:35-12:20 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 3) Tuğçe Kurtiş Social Categories and Relationships 1.5Ai

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 12:20-1:00 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 3) Nachita Rosun Social Categories and Relationships 1.5Aj

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 12:20-1:00 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 3) Roderick Wijunamai Social Categories and Relationships 1.5Ak

Sept_22 Morning 1.5 12:20-1:00 An antidote to WEIRD Panel (section 3, discussant) Gairan Lu Pamei Discussion: Social Categories and Relationships 1.5Al

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 11:00-1:00 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Chair: Maxime Derex Stakladen

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 11:00-11:15 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Session talk James M. Borg Evolved Open-Endedness in Cultural Evolution: A New Dimension in Open-Ended Evolution Research1.6Ma The goal of Artificial Life, as articulated by Chris Langton, is “to contribute to theoretical biology by locating life-as-we-know-it within the larger picture of life-as-it-could-be.” The study and pursuit of open-ended evolution in artificial evolutionary systems exemplifies this goal. However, open-ended evolution research is hampered by two fundamental issues; the struggle to replicate open-endedness in an artificial evolutionary system, and the fact that we only have one system (genetic evolution) from which to draw inspiration. Here we argue that cultural evolution should be seen not only as another real-world example of open-ended evolution, but that the unique qualities seen in cultural evolution provide us with a new perspective from which we can assess the fundamental properties of open-ended evolution. Here we highlight the interesting case of human cultural evolution as an open-ended evolutionary system and contextualise cultural evolution under the framework of evolved open-ended evolution. We go on to provide a set of new questions that can be asked once we consider cultural evolution within the framework of open-ended evolution, and introduce new insights that we may be able to gain about evolved open-endedness as a result of asking these questions.

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 11:15-11:30 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Session talk Maxime Derex Open-ended cumulative culture depends on the gradual exploitation of natural phenomena1.6Mb Cumulative cultural evolution (CCE)—defined as the process by which beneficial modifications are culturally transmitted and progressively accumulated over time—has long been argued to underlie the unparalleled diversity and complexity of human culture. In this talk, I will argue that not just any kind of cultural

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 11:30-11:45 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Session talk Jérémy Perez Does the nature of the information received by social learners influence their exploratory behavior ?1.6Mc Introduction Social learning is essential to human survival–it is a critical adaptation for dealing with uncertainty. However, uncertainty takes many forms. We identified four theoretically important types of uncertainty: temporal environmental variability, ambiguous payoffs, decision set size, and effective lifespans. We used this framework to study conditions for the evolution of social learning in populations with cognitively realistic individual learning capacities. Methods We used evolutionary agent-based modeling to track how often social learning evolved. Agents performed one of several behaviors to acquire payoffs. Individual learning used the softmax algorithm. Social learning occurred between generations through vertical and oblique transmission. Results Different types of uncertainty had different effects. Temporal environmental variability suppressed social learning. Larger decision set sizes promoted social learning. Payoff ambiguity and lifespan had more complex effects on social learning, dependent on other uncertainty parameters. Discussion This shows the importance of clearly operationalizing uncertainty in theories of social learning evolution.

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 11:45-12:00 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Session talk Burton Voorhees Synthetic and Intrinsic Group-Level Traits 1.6Md Prerecorded Synthetic and Intrinsic Group-Level Traits Cultural traits are almost never atomic. They are distributed over multiple domains and undergo differential selection across those domains. This highlights the need to study cultural traits from a global perspective. As a first step, this paper offers a rough classification of group-level traits. Group-level traits arising from individual traits are called synthetic traits. Synthetic traits present a descriptive synthesis over traits of individual group members. These are distinguished from traits, such as norms, that are intrinsic to a group. Intrinsic traits are prescriptive. They indicate the behavior expected of individuals if they are to obtain the fitness benefits of group membership. Group selection acting on synthetic traits reduces to within group individual selection. For genetic traits this can produce a leveling effect across groups so long as gene flow is not restricted between groups. In contrast, group level selection acting on intrinsic traits does not reduce to the individual level. Rather, it acts on the trait-conforming behavior of group

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 12:00-12:15 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Session talk Yasser Bourahla Inter-generation knowledge transmission without individual selection 1.6Me Vertical knowledge transmission is expected to enable societies to increase culture fitness over that of a single generation. This has already been demonstrated experimentally for the knowledge that neural network-based agents agents have of their world. However, this approach relies on drastically selecting agents who transmit their knowledge. Here we test if this is necessary. We have designed an agent-based experiment in which agents interact with each other and adapt their knowledge upon interaction failures, so performing horizontal transmission. After interacting for a fixed period the older generation, amounting to half of the agents, dies and the younger half reproduces (without selection). The new generation of agents learns their knowledge from the previous generation without teacher selection (equiprobable chances of knowledge transmission). This showed that knowledge improves across generations with inter-generation transmission. This is in agreement with the previous results. These new results also showed that, when the horizontal transmission period is sufficiently long, there is no need for selecting parents and teachers, for this knowledge to improve. This can be explained by the fact that if culture is widely shared among the population, it will be transmitted without selecting the fittest part of the population.

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 12:15-12:30 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Session talk Lisa Faessler How Culture Affects our Fitness: Evidence from a Swiss Language Border 1.6Mf Cultural evolution theory implies that social learning can lead cultural groups to differ in the same environment and drive genetic selection. Yet, distinguishing the effect of culture from other confounds is a difficult empirical challenge. To meet this challenge, we exploit the Swiss language border, a cultural border that divides Switzerland without any institutional boundary. Using a regression discontinuity design, we estimate discontinuities in attitudes right at the cultural border. Preliminary results confirm multiple discontinuities related to health and fertility. German speakers are more likely to adopt healthy behaviors and vote against initiatives to share health care costs, while French speakers visit the doctor more often. German speakers report significantly better health but surprisingly do not live longer. Our results provide new evidence that social learning generates cultural variation without environmental variation in health and fertility domains, thus demonstrating the potential for cultural processes to create variation in domains directly related to genetic fitness.

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 12:35-12:40 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Lightning talk Olivier Van Baars Synthesising the Social Sciences Through a Mechanistic Conception of Culture for Cultural Evolutionary Science1.6Mg Cultural evolutionary science (CES) applies evolutionary theory to culture and cultural change. A central ambition of CES is to synthesise the social sciences. However, for this synthesis to take place, a culture concept is needed that can be consistently applied. In CES, culture is paradigmatically conceptualised as socially transmitted information. Yet, this definition is met with critique from CES

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 12:40-12:45 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Lightning talk Wataru Toyokawa Conformist social learning leads to self-organised prevention against adverse bias in risky decision making1.6Mh Introduction: When it comes to making decisions, like choosing a restaurant or political candidate, most of us rely on limited information that is not accurate enough to find the best option. Considering others’ decisions and opinions can help us make smarter choices, a phenomenon called “collective intelligence”. Collective intelligence relies on individuals making unbiased decisions. If

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 12:45-12:50 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Lightning talk Chico Camargo The evolution of evolutionary linguistics 1.6Mi # Introduction: Language has long been one of the main objects of study in cultural evolution. There are competing hypotheses about nearly every aspect of how it evolves over time. The Causal Hypotheses in Evolutionary Linguistics Database (CHIELD) was introduced in 2020 as a searchable database of causal hypotheses in evolutionary linguistics, to help researchers to integrate multiple theories into a coherent narrative and design future research. In this process, CHIELD has also become a record of the development of evolutionary linguistics as a field.

# Methods
In this paper, we use network science methods to perform a scientometric study of the evolution of evolutionary linguistics. We create a multipartite network composed of 413 papers, 735 authors, and 1745 variables such as "population birth rate" and "linguistic complexity", and perform community detection on different sections of the network.

# Results & Discussion
We provide an account of the growth and diversification of evolutionary linguistics as in CHIELD, identifying key actors and factors in the field's evolution. Finally, we discuss the role of databases in cultural evolution and scientometrics.

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 12:50-12:55 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Lightning talk Nicolas Restrepo Ochoa Stubborn Agents: examining the underutilization of social learning 1.6Mj Introduction: Individual exploration and social learning play a key role in cultural evolution. If culture is the key to human success, social learning is the mechanism that allows for the transmission and refinement of cultural tools. We have evidence that people are keen foragers of social information. However, recent work also highlights a contradictory finding: people, in many circumstances, underuse social information – i.e. they copy others less than what would be predicted by theoretical models. In this talk, I will present a model that examines this tension. Methods: This is a simple model, where agents live in an environment that consists of a fixed number of "traits". Each trait changes with a specific probability, and agents try to track these environmental changes by either exploring individually or learning from one another. We vary the extent to which the environment changes, as well as the accuracy of social learning. Results: We show that, when we parametrize the model using rate of changes comparable to the experimental conditions under which social learning has been examined, exploration and social learning are worthwhile. However, we also explore more stable cultural environments, simulating distributions where few traits change frequently and the majority change rarely, plausible given current evidence about the rate of cultural change. In these situations, learning can often be counterproductive, especially if it is subject to error and/or if there is the possibility of deception, and the best strategy is not changing much at all. Discussion: Given realistic conditions of environmental change, our agents use social learning at rates comparable to the rates observed experimentally. A key implication is that we need more empirical work that seeks to measure rates of environmental change (and not only cultural change).

Sept_22 Morning 1.6 12:55-1:00 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 2 Lightning talk Saaya Abe Cultural evolution of group beneficial norms: The analysis of social learning strategies by computational modeling1.6Mk Cultural group selection (CGS) has been regarded as the most plausible theory which explains the evolutionary process of group beneficial norms. The key mechanisms of CGS are called intergroup conflict, which takes multiple forms and propagates the group's beneficial cultural traits in a population. Abe et al. (2021) experimentally investigated whether payoff-biased imitation, a form of intergroup conflict, diffuses the group beneficial traits across groups playing an n-person stag-hunt game. They showed the frequency of group beneficial traits increased faster when payoff-biased imitation across groups was feasible. In this study, we analyzed the participants’ decision processes by fitting and comparing five individual/social learning models employed by McElreath et al. (2008). Both the model simulations and model comparison analyses showed that participants’ choices were best explained by the hierarchical model of payoff-biased social learning and frequency-dependent social learning. Our results suggest that cultural group selection processes are driven without lethal intergroup conflicts with the help of payoff-biased imitation, which supports the result of Boyd & Richerson (2002)’s model.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 11:00-1:00 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Chair: Felix Riede Richard Mortensenstuen

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 11:00-11:15 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Session talk Claudio Tennie Early knapping techniques do not require know-how copying 1.7Ma The earliest claims for copying-dependent know-how in the human lineage are linked to stone tool production (knapping) techniques. These conclusions would be invalidated if knapping-technique-naive humans could learn how to knap in baselines – i.e. absent cultural access to the underlying know-how. Previous human knapping studies have tested subjects after various types of such cultural access were provided to them (e.g. verbal instructions). However, no level of knapping found in these studies can prove that the provided types of cultural access were necessary. The cultural access provided in these studies may have merely sped up (or replaced) individual learning. This leaves open the possibility that knapping-technique-naive humans would innovate knapping techniques on their own, if given a sufficiently long baseline. We tested human participants (N = 28) for individual learning of early knapping techniques in a long (4h) baseline. Post-test questionnaires showed that subjects had been knapping-technique-naive at test. Despite an absence of cultural access to their know-how, the vast majority of subjects individually innovated knapping techniques (in press; Sci Adv). This data attests the unsuitability of early knapping techniques as “smoking gun evidence” for copying-dependent know-how in the archaeological record.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 11:15-11:30 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Session talk David N. Matzig An analysis of European Late Upper Palaeolithic stone tool evolution using a Bayesian phylogenetic framework1.7Mb The use of phylogenetic methods for the of study macroarchaeological processes of cultural evolution has long been advocated for, especially for the study of artefact shape. Due to technical limitations, the use of discrete character traits in these efforts prevails, which comes along with a non-trivial set of challenges. However, recent methodological advances in palaeobiology (Parins-Fukuchi 2017; Zhang, Drummond, and Mendes 2021) allow us now to infer Bayesian phylogenies using continuous characters. In this article, we present an exploratory analysis of cultural evolution in the European Final Palaeolithic and earliest Mesolithic (~15.000-11.000 BP) using a time-scaled Bayesian phylogeny based on the outline shape of lithic tools obtained from legacy data via 2D outline based geometric morphometrics. We estimate the rates of diversification and trait evolution in artefact shape, and test whether the recovered patterns correlate with the climatic and environmental changes within this timeframe. While common in cultural evolutionary analyses of language, the extension of Bayesian phylogenetic methods to archaeology represents a major methodological breakthrough.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 11:30-11:45 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Session talk Alfredo Cortell-Nicolau Population dynamics and cultural transmission during the introduction of farming in Europe1.7Mc Culture transmission studies have often been applied to investigate the dispersal and adoption of farming and its associated cultural package. The introduction of farming had broader societal consequences, with a profound impact on the demography and the culture of both incumbent and migrant populations, offering a rich research ground where this theoretical field can be explored and further applied.

Archaeologists have been able to reconstruct the population dynamics during this key transitional era by using time frequencies of radiocarbon dates. The radiocarbon record shows an intriguing signature in many European areas: a gap of 200 to 500 years between the last hunter gatherer and first farmers. This gap would either indicate a complete absence of contact between the two communities, or an extremely low population density, insufficient to yield any tangible evidence in the archaeological record. 

In this paper we fit a modified Lotka-Volterra model with population and cultural transmission dynamics to the observed time frequency of radiocarbon dates, and we explore possible explanations for the gap, considering cultural and demographic tendencies. Usually, these gaps have been attributed to environmental dynamics. However, our preliminary findings suggest human interaction and demographic processes could have more relevance than previously thought.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 11:45-12:00 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Session talk Astolfo Araujo An Archaeological Regard on the Concept of Fitness in Cultural Evolution 1.7Md The archaeological record is the only long-term record of human culture. Therefore, researchers interested in understanding cultural evolutionary patterns of long duration would greatly benefit from studying archaeological materials. The Cultural Evolutionary Theory postulates that one can approach cultural changes or stasis through evolutionary terms borrowed (and then adapted) from Biological Evolutionary Theory. More recently, there has been a debate about how to observe fitness in cultural evolution. We believe that the debate about fitness can not advance properly without an assessment of three different modalities of knowledge that were devised by Greek philosophers: doxa, sophia, and episteme. Doxa constitutes common sense constructed in an unsystematic way and that form the fabric of relatively uninformed idea of how the world operates. Sophia can be understood as wisdom, or informed knowledge which comes with experience and old age. Episteme is “real knowledge”, which we can translate nowadays as scientific knowledge. It is radically different from doxa and at the same time transcends sophia in the sense that it uses the scientific method, rather than personal experience, to build knowledge about the world. Here we argue that each of these modes of knowledge involves different cultural transmission processes and have distinct consequences in terms of cultural fitness. We propose that the majority of examples and processes discussed in the Cultural Evolutionary literature are related to doxa.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 12:00-12:15 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Session talk Katie Demps From mind to matter: Modeling the ecology of social learning and its archaeological outcomes1.7Me We investigate the socioecological conditions which favor the combination of individual and social learning that manifest in the invention and innovation of technology. First, using an agent-based simulation, we predict how ecological variation, population structure, and the costs and accuracy of social learning can affect cultural transmission patterns and cultural variability. Then, we compare archaeological case studies in the American Great Basin and Southwest to test how environmental variation and population structure influence patterns of cultural variation, invention, innovation, and investment in new technologies over time.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 12:15-12:30 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Session talk Peter Park A theory of specialization, exchange, and innovation in human groups 1.7Mf Introduction: To study the evolutionary puzzles posed by the egalitarian small-scale societies that likely dominated our ancestral past, we develop a cultural-evolutionary model of human groups. It models how the innovation, exchange, and specialization of human groups are affected by their social norms.

Approach:
In our model, young individuals either apprentice with elder specialists (e.g., hunters, fishers, healers) or innovate new specializations. Elder specialists decide how many apprentices to take on, how much to produce, and how to distribute this production (for intra-group and inter-group exchange) among themselves and their apprentices. These decisions are constrained by the group’s sharing norms. 

Findings:
Long-term group fitness is maximized by a social norm of egalitarianism, which robustly leads to the innovation of the optimal number of specialized niches. In contrast, non-egalitarian groups suffer from a long-term penalty to innovation, and thereby to group fitness. However, non-egalitarian groups' penalty to innovation can be reduced if their young people are acculturated to be overconfident about the prospects of innovating versus apprenticing. 

Discussion:
Egalitarian groups of ancestral humans may have outcompeted their non-egalitarian counterparts due to their greater diversity of specialized niches. Humans’ capacity for overconfidence may have evolved in response: to incentivize innovation at the group level, especially in non-egalitarian societies.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 12:30-12:45 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Lightning talk Cristiana Bertazoni Towards a cultural macroevolution of dog domestication in South America 1.7Mg Introduction: Archaeological records of dogs in the Americas extend to 10kbp. Domestic dogs (DD) are seemingly ubiquitous in the Andean region, whereas Amazonian Amerindians are claimed to have lacked domestic dogs until recent historical times. Ontological features of the latter have been claimed to explain this pattern.

Materials/Methods: Published records from HRAF and those found from other standard search approaches were collected, thus allowing us to synthesize archaeological (burials, ceramics, osteological), ethnographic (myths) and historical (chronicles) data. 

Findings: Our database comprises circa 100 records. The temporal and geographic patterns of occurrence of DD among Amerindians reveal gaps of information reflecting sampling bias more than lack of them. Our documentation of myths across cultures shows that DD occupy different positions in pre-Columbian and colonial times, probably reflecting changes in human-dog relation. 

Discussion: The apparent Andean/Amazonian divide in the existence of DD in South America is perhaps reflective of prevalence of discipline efforts. Linguistic studies suggest at least some exchanges between Andes and Amazonia for some regions. The archaeological and ethnographic record of DD in the Caribbean suggest previous presence of them in at least some Amazonian regions given well supported hypotheses of human migrations in those areas.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 12:45-12:50 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Lightning talk Kohei Tamura A new dataset of three-dimensional models in prehistoric Japan 1.7Mh Introduction: Datasets on prehistoric human activities have been used to investigate cultural evolution in the past. Although information included in much of these datasets are coded by experts and aggregated at a population level for cross-cultural studies, data on individual artifacts and biological remains can be efficient in answering questions related to cultural variation within a population and to facilitate transparency by testing different coding schemes.

Materials and Methods
We digitized over 700 pottery and 1,300 human skulls in prehistoric Japan to construct 3D models. As an example, by quantifying morphological variation in the 3D models of pottery using geometric morphometrics, we investigated the spreading process of pottery associated with the spread of rice farming in the western part of the prehistoric Japanese archipelago. 

Results
Pottery in the same geographical regions, though loosely, formed clusters and clusters in geographically neighboring regions tended to be morphologically similar. 

Discussion
Our results are consistent with the route of the spread of rice farming, suggesting that morphological variation in pottery was at least partly shaped through the process of descent with modification. We further discuss possible applications of our dataset, such as quantifying the relative importance of demic and cultural diffusion in the spread of agriculture.

Sept_22 Morning 1.7 12:50-12:55 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 1 Lightning talk Vojtěch Kaše The Cultural Evolution of Graeco-Roman Religions in the Light of Epigraphic Evidence: A computational approach1.7Mi Introduction: In this paper, we offer a diachronic computational text analysis of a large corpus of ancient Greek inscriptions, especially focusing on changes in their religious and moral content. Comparing our results with proxy data on economic development of the Ancient Mediterranean, we suggest that our analysis offers important insights into the cultural evolutionary dynamics of religions in general.

Materials and Methods
The paper is based on PHI, a comprehensive dataset of ancient Greek inscriptions. In total, it contains 218,162 inscriptions and 4,419,743 words. We analyze semantic trends in the inscriptions during the period from the 8th c. BCE to the 4th c. CE using the methods of distributional semantic modeling (word-embeddings).

Results and Discussion
Our results indicate a high extent of fluctuations in the moral load of inscriptions over time. However, our attempt to statistically compare our results with other data concerning the economic and demographic development of the Ancient Mediterranean reveals clear methodological limitations of our approach.

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 11:00-1:00 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission Chair: Karsten Olsen & Cordula Vesper Preben Hornungstuen

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 11:00-11:15 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Natalie C. Sinclair From Beethoven to Beyoncé: Do Changing Aesthetic Cultures Amount to Cumulative Cultural Evolution?1.8Ma Culture can be defined as “group typical behaviour patterns shared by members of a community that rely on socially learned and transmitted information” (Laland and Hoppitt, 2003, p. 151). Once thought to be a distinguishing characteristic of humans relative to other animals (Dean et al., 2014) it is now generally accepted to exist more widely, with especially abundant evidence in non-human primates, cetaceans, and birds (Rendell and Whitehead, 2001; Aplin, 2019; Whiten, 2021). More recently, cumulative cultural evolution (CCE) has taken on this distinguishing role (Henrich, 2015; Laland, 2018). CCE, it is argued, allows humans, uniquely, to ratchet up the complexity or efficiency of cultural traits over time. This “ratchet effect” (Tomasello, 1994) gives the capacity to accumulate beneficial modifications over time beyond the capacities of a single individual (Sasaki and Biro, 2017). Mesoudi and Thornton (2018) define a core set of criteria for identifying CCE in humans and non-human animals that places emphasis on some performance measure of traits increasing over time. They suggest this emphasis is also pertinent to cultural products in the aesthetic domain, but is this the case? Music, art and dance evolve over time (Savage, 2019), but can we say they gain beneficial modifications that increase their aesthetic value? Here we bring together perspectives from philosophy, musicology and biology to build a conceptual analysis of this question. We summarise current thinking on cumulative culture and aesthetics across fields to determine how aesthetic culture fits into the concept of CCE. We argue that this concept is problematic to reconcile with dominant views of aesthetics in philosophical analysis and struggles to characterise aesthetic cultures that evolve over time. We suggest that a tension arises from fundamental differences between cultural evolution in aesthetic and technological domains. Furthermore, this tension contributes to current debates between reconstructive and preservative theories of cultural evolution.

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 11:15-11:30 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Helena Miton A Forward Bias in Human Profile-Oriented Portraits 1.8Mb Introduction: The spatial composition of human portraits obeys historically changing cultural norms. It is also affected by cognitive factors that cause greater spontaneous attention to what is in front rather in the back of an agent. Scenes with more space in front of a directed object are both more often produced and judged as more aesthetically pleasant. This leads to the prediction that, in profile-oriented human portraits, compositions with more space in front of depicted agents (a “forward bias”) should be over-represented. Materials and Methods: We analyzed a large dataset (total N of 1,831 paintings by 582 unique identified European painters from the 15th to the 20th century) collected from WikiArt and for which we measured how the free space was distributed around the sitter. Results: In line with a forward bias, painters tended to put more free space in front of, rather than behind, the sitters. We also found evidence that this forward bias became stronger when cultural norms of spatial composition favoring centering became less stringent. Discussion: This study exemplifies both the importance of cognitive factors in shaping cultural productions and how they interact with explicit cultural norms. I will also discuss how this case study –and others- have implications for using large-scale datasets that have become recently available, other types of methods, and specific frameworks.
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Sept_22 Morning 1.8 11:30-11:45 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Freek Van de Velde Cultural evolution in European Paintings 1.8Mc Assessing aggregate bundles of cultural replicators in the domain of visual art, we look into measurable proxies of cultural movements, c.q. the European Enlightenment. Here we focus on a metric we expect to be correlated with the introduction of the European Enlightenment, namely a trend in the height of the visible horizon. We hypothesize a diachronic lowering of the horizon line to a balanced ‘observer-objective’ perspective, as a proxy for overthrowing a more chthonic perspective in pre-Modern time. We expect this trend to be more pronounced in depictions of secular themes, and in regions that eased themselves away from Catholicism.
We manually compiled a dataset of 1141 European paintings (1500-1900). Using Growth Curve Analysis, we built a linear mixed-effect regression model, with the proportion of the horizon line as the response variable, and the date of conception, regional provenance, and theme (secular vs. religious) as covariates. Individual artists and museum collection were added as random effects.
Our result indicate a curvilinear effect of time on the height of the horizon, coinciding with the Age of Enlightenment, and a lower horizon in profane and less catholic regions. These results suggest that paintings bear a measurable mark of the intellectual history in Europe.

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 11:45-12:00 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Karsten Olsen Transmission of drawings: the role of memory and latent cognitive biases in a social transmission task1.8Md Cognitive processes play a central role in our understanding of the sophisticated forms of group coordination and culture found in humans. While explicit aspects of processes such as memory, attention, language, metacognition and mentalising often are highlighted, a significant role is carried out by the more implicit processes and internal cognitive biases, guiding how cultural information is perceived, stored, represented, and reproduced to the world. Research has, for instance, studied how language or semiotic communication systems across iterations can evolve to reflect emergent structure, in which e.g. complexity (size and structure) may be reduced and systematicity increased as a result of particular cognitive constraints. In other words, this research has indicated how we can use experimental transmission chain designs and latent cognitive biases to observe the evolution of increasingly meaningful and symbolic perceptions and systems. In this talk, I will present a study using a drawing task situated in a linear social transmission paradigm. The study was originally designed to be implemented online due to the covid19 pandemic. Participants (N=170) were asked to copy 12 different drawings, and rate their trial confidence, in four different conditions which varied in the degree of demand on memory. The resulting drawings were analysed for complexity, error, submitted to repeated rating of conventionality by a set of raters, and the relationships between transmission and complexity, conventionality, and error were analyzed with Bayesian modeling. Moreover, the drawings were analysed qualitatively for low-level perceptual formation and developments, e.g. the Gestalt principles. The results indicated overall that across iterations the drawings decreased in complexity and error and became more conventional as a function of memory demands, while drawings without memory demands remained complex and unconventional. The perception and re-presentation of drawings also revealed a partial role of our low-level perceptual system in terms of preferences for certain compositions of lines following the Gestalt principles. The results are in line with previous research, finding that latent cognitive biases are introducing systematic distortions and guiding emergent structure towards cultural priors and expectations. The findings suggest that more research is needed to carefully dissect the role of implicit processes as the workhorse of human cognition, i.e. perceptual and object recognition processes and latent cognitive biases in memory, in order to understand how they interact with the more explicit and reportable processes of cognition to form cumulative processes of social learning.

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 12:00-12:15 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Mónica Tamariz The Role of Practice and Literacy in the Evolution of Linguistic Structure 1.8Me Multiple iterated language learning studies show that artificial languages evolve over generations towards regularity. This trend has been explained as a reflection of the learners’ biases. We test whether this learning bias for regularity is modulated by culturally acquired knowledge, specifically by familiarity and literacy. We constructed musical languages consisting of signals comprising 6 notes denoting meanings of different shapes and colours. We had three languages, with different levels of structure (irregular, semi-regular and fully regular). In addition, for comparison, we added a fourth language in which signals were spoken words. We trained (1) musically-literate musicians (who can read and write musical notation), (2) musically-illiterate musicians (who are familiar with music, but cannot read and write musical notation) and (3) non-musicians on the four languages, with a 50% bottleneck, meaning they were only exposed to half the meaning-signal pairs. They were then asked to produce signals for the full set of meanings. We measured to what extent they reproduced (a) the original signals and (b) the level of regularity in the original languages. Our results suggest that familiarity helps learn and reproduce the signals of a language, but literacy is required for regularity to be picked up and maintained. This in turn indicates that, by modulating human learning biases, literacy may play a role in the evolution of linguistic structure.

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 12:15-12:30 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Kristian Tylén Using transmission chain experiments to investigate the cumulative cultural evolution of the Blombos and Diepkloof engravings1.8Mf Introduction: The Blombos and Diepkloof engravings from South Africa are among the earliest evidence of human symbolic behavior. Of special interest is the temporal trajectory spanning 40 thousand years from earlier simpler parallel lines to later complex cross-hatchings suggesting an adaptive development. We follow up on earlier work (Tylén et al 2020) by investigating the cumulative cultural processes giving rise to these structural changes. We seed transmission chains with early line carvings to compare experimental developments to those observed in the archaeological records. 
Materials and Methods: 66 participants were divided in 11 chains of 6 generations. Each participant replicated 4 patterns by dragging, rotating and placing lines, and these patterns were presented as stimulus for the next generation. Another 61 participants then participated in a suite of 5 experiments to test the relative saliency, perceived intentionality, memorability, style, and discriminability of the patterns from different generations. 
Results/discussion: While several of the measures evolve in directions similar to the archaeological records, there are also differences suggesting that transmission alone is not the mechanism by which the Blombos and Diepkloof patterns evolved.

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 12:30-12:45 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Amos Blanton Collective Creativity in Open-Ended Aesthetic Explorations 1.8Mg How do groups of people playfully exploring an open-ended activity build on one another's ideas? What can short-term ethnographic observations of people engaging in playful tinkering tell us about the generation and movement of new ideas through groups?In a recent workshop I invited 14 artists and academics to play with and modify solar powered drawing machines to make marks they felt were aestheticall y interesting. Six more participants were asked to take on the role of "catalysts" by attaching themselves to a pair of tinkerers, documenting new ideas as they emerged, and sharing them with other participants to catalyze the spread of new ideas. The resulting video and notes were edited into a map describing the movement of different ideas through the group. Such a map can be characterized as a map of their collective exploration of what Kauffman called the "adjacent possible." Early observations and selected interviews of participants suggests that the generation of new ideas is complex, with many inputs. It also suggests that those who are skilled at collective aesthetic exploration are utilizing a set of skills that we can begin to characterize.

Sept_22 Morning 1.8 12:45-1:00 Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission 1 Session talk Cordula Vesper Color Matching: Cultural transmission in a science-art context 1.8Mh Art is typically understood to be in the eye of the beholder, suggesting that interpretation and aesthetic appreciation is highly subjective in nature. But does this also apply to the perceptual process itself? Or is human perception shaped by more general principles and biases? In the present science-art collaboration, we focused on the perception of color and asked: Could small but systematic differences in individual people’s color perception converge towards more basic patterns when colors are transmitted from one person to another? To investigate this question, we conducted an experiment in a public community space (Dokk 1 in Aarhus) as part of a larger science-art collaboration under the name Experimenting, Experiencing, Reflecting. The experiment was based on the original artwork Your uncertainty of color matching by Danish-Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson (2006). In the present task, individual visitors were asked to match a given color shown as a half-circle on a computer screen. The matching was done by moving a mouse cursor over the screen, thereby varying hue and saturation of a reference color half-circle. When participants were satisfied that they perceived the two colors as equal, they submitted their match and their newly matched color became the input for the following participant. In other words, we constructed a chain of color matches across participants. Our central hypothesis was that colors would converge over generations towards more basic colors (e.g. a prototypical red or blue). The analysis of 6 chains with 15 generations provided partial confirmation as some of the chains did indeed move towards more basic colors. However, we also observed much variability, leading to other, more wave-like transmission patterns. These data are discussed in terms of their implications for our understanding of color perception and the accumulation of individual differences in transmission chains as well as more broadly in terms of conducting research in science-art contexts.

Sept_22 LUNCH 1:00-2:00

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.0 2:00-2:45 Keynote 2 Keynote Marcelo Cardillo 1.0Aa The development of studies on cultural evolution in Argentine Patagonia is linked to the pioneering work of Luis Alberto Borrero, who during the 1980s and early 1990s introduced both, processual and evolutionary thinking in the archaeology of the area. From these initial proposals we can highlight the need of a materialist approach to technology centered on variation along the explicit use of evolutionary models. Then, the focus was set in to address technological change, by taking into account past environments and space variability. Based on these foundational proposals, our work seeks to understand the tempo and mode of technological change in hunter-gatherer societies throughout the Holocene. Modeling these broad-scale processes presented challenges that we have addressed through the development of quantitative methodologies such as geometric morphometrics, spatial analysis and experimental based models. Likewise cultural phylogenetics helped us to model temporal trajectories of stone tools, in particular, projectile points. In this presentation I will discuss our work oriented to assess the role of space and environment in lithic technology as well in the emergence and diversification of technological lineages. Last but not least, our research shows that technological change in Patagonia is multidirectional, multicausal and complex, demonstrating the resilience and adaptive capacity of the hunter-gatherer societies of the Holocene of Patagonia.AULA

Sept_22 COFFEE BREAK AND POSTERS 2:45-3:15 Stakladen

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.1 3:15-4:45 Self-domestication and prosociality in the service of cultural evolution Chair: Limor Raviv & Antonio Benítez Burraco Mogens Zielerstuen

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.1 3:15-3:20 Self-domestication and prosociality in the service of cultural evolution Lightning talk Limor Raviv Self-domestication in non-human species: elephants as a case study 1.1Aa Humans are unique in their sophisticated culture and diverse societal structures, their complex languages, and their extensive use of tools. According to the human self-domestication hypothesis, this unique set of traits may be the result of an evolutionary process of self-induced domestication, in which humans have evolved to be less aggressive and more cooperative. Notably, the only other species that has been argued to be self-domesticated besides humans so far is bonobos, resulting in a narrow scope for investigating this theory beyond the primate family. Here, we propose a new animal model for studying self-domestication: the elephant. First, we support our hypothesis with an extensive cross-species comparison which suggests that elephants indeed exhibit many of the features associated with self-domestication (e.g., reduced aggression, increased prosocial behavior, extended juvenile period, increased play behavior, socially regulated cortisol levels and complex vocal behavior). Next, we present novel genetic evidence to reinforce our proposal, showing that genes positively selected in elephants are enriched in pathways associated with domestication traits and include several candidate genes previously associated with domestication. Together, our findings underpin the idea that elephants, like humans and bonobos, may have been self-domesticated.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.1 3:20-3:35 Self-domestication and prosociality in the service of cultural evolution Session talk Brian Hare Dogs and humans evolved cooperative-communication through self-domestication1.1Ab Humans evolved cultural cognition that allows for the fastest and highest fidelity social learning in the animal world. Our derived cultural cognition enhances cooperative-communication, develops early in infancy and is not shared with other great ape species. I will present evidence that domestic dogs (Canis familiaris) possess cognition that allows for similar forms of cooperative-communication as seen in human infants. I will make the case (relying on comparisons between dogs, wolves and foxes) that these human-like abilities evolved in dogs convergently as a result of self-domestication. The unusual skills dogs demonstrate for working and communicating with humans are by-products of selection for friendliness toward humans that altered their cognitive development. I will also argue that dogs provide a model for how human cultural cognition evolved through a similar process of self-domestication.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.1 3:35-3:50 Self-domestication and prosociality in the service of cultural evolution Session talk Constantina Theofanopoulou Human self-domestication and speech evolution through the lens of the oxytocin and vasotocin gene family1.1Ac It has been long thought that the kind of social interaction modern humans display should have been a key feature in the evolution of language (Tomasello et al., 2003). At the same time, our increased prosociality has independently been hypothesized to be very similar to the one we witness in domesticated species (e.g., Thomas, 2014). In this talk, I will connect the dots between several studies I have run in the past years around the topic of human self-domestication and its relevance to speech evolution. I will present genomic evidence suggesting that modern humans provide a good case for self-domestication, based on the significant convergence in signs of positive selection found in the genomes of domesticated species and modern humans (Theofanopoulou et al. 2017). I will show evidence supporting that the oxytocin-vasotocin system is a good candidate for the neurobiology underlying the vocal complexity differences we observe in domesticated vs. wild avian species (Tobari, Theofanopoulou et al. 2021), and propose how these findings can shed light on the evolution of human speech. Lastly, I will present modern human specific alleles we identified in the oxytocin and vasotocin receptors, when compared to archaic humans and non-human primates (Theofanopoulou et al. 2022) and will explain how these sites could have impacted the evolution of human prosociality via self-domestication.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.1 3:50:-4:05 Self-domestication and prosociality in the service of cultural evolution Session talk Nicolas Cambier Impact of prosociality on culturally evolving foraging habits: a swarm robotics approach1.1Ad Swarm Robotics studies collective behaviours of large populations of interacting robots with simple embodied cognition, and is an ideal testbed to study the effect of prosociality on cultural evolution. Building on our previous work, we developed a category game whereby agents collectively discriminate and name regions of an environment that contains food items that are randomly spread around sources. Robots choose their foraging place within “named categories”, thus the category game affects the efficiency of foraging. Agents interact according to two novel features (a) an innate prosociality factor and (b) experience: successful communication between robots reduces their aggression toward each other and increases their chances of interacting again. We observe that when food is spread widely, higher prosociality results in the collection of more items, as collective categories form around the sources. The lexicon created by the robots is a complex cultural artefact that affects foraging efficiency and is subjected to agents’ prosociality. Since foraging efficiency is a factor of survival, our results potentially indicate an evolutionary advantage for prosociality. Higher prosociality would, in turn, enable more complex cultural artefacts to emerge.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.1 4:05-4:20 Self-domestication and prosociality in the service of cultural evolution Session talk Vera Kempe Learning to Transmit: The Acquired Nature of Child-Directed Speech 1.1Ae Introduction: The observation that child-directed speech (CDS) benefits language learning has been taken to suggest that this register is part of natural pedagogy – a suite of evolved pro-social communicative behaviours that use ostension to teach culturally relevant knowledge. While prosodic features of CDS appear universal, phonetic, morphosyntactic and lexical features tend to vary cross-linguistically. I argue that (a) this variation in CDS reflects different solutions to trade-offs between affective bonding and teaching, based on specific linguistic affordances and cultural constraints, and that (b) the way didactic features are incorporated into CDS is itself acquired and transmitted. Evidence: Preliminary evidence comes from (a) comparisons of acted vs spontaneous CDS, where positive affect expression can render the latter suboptimal for language learning, (b) CDS of proficient L2-speakers which lacks some features of native CDS and (c) iterated language learning experiments in which learners who subsequently teach change transmission. Further evidence should come from tracing changes in teaching efficiency during cultural transmission under social vs asocial learning conditions. Discussion: CDS may be a special case of conventionalisation of didactic features which can themselves be learned thereby reducing the individual cost of prosocial behaviours like teaching.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.1 4:20-4:25 Self-domestication and prosociality in the service of cultural evolution Lightning talk Antonio Benítez-Burraco The evolution of language under self-domestication forces: a model 1.1Af Self-domestication refers to a recent hypothesis about how our species emerged. It claims that the human distinctiveness is, to a large extent, the outcome of an evolutionary process similar to animal domestication. This includes our enhanced social cognition, increased cooperation, and extended social networks, and ultimately, our advanced technology and sophisticated culture. Language is perhaps the most distinctive of human features. In this talk, I will present a model of language evolution under the effects of self-domestication forces. At the basis of this model one can find the idea that self-domestication, through its impact on our behavior, facilitated the creation of the cultural niche that enables the sophistication of language structure and use via a cultural mechanism. Some cognitive changes to which self-domestication might have also aided, like our increased cognitive fluidity, could have also contributed to make human language and human pragmatics more complex. This evolutionary model ties different stages in the evolution of languages with changes in the management of aggression (at the core of the self-domestication hypothesis), with both aspects being engaged in a mutually reinforcing feedback loop, as both depend on, and impact on a common neurobiological substrate. The model argues for a strong continuity between human language and the cognitive abilities and behaviors of other species, but it also grants cultural evolution a crucial role in language evolution.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.2 3:15-4:45 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law 1 Chair: Mikihiko Wada & Masanori Takezawa Preben Hornungstuen

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.2 3:15-3:20 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Introduction Mikihiko Wada & Masanori Takezawa 1.2Aa

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.2 3:20-3:35 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk Yuta Kido Coevolution of norm-psychology and cooperation under exapted conformity 1.2Ab People are willing to pursue virtues or social rules often incurring material costs. It has been argued that evolving such norm psychology was a crucial step on the path to large-scale human cooperation. Research on social norms has broadly identified two types of norms: injunctive and descriptive norms. It has been shown that if cooperative dilemmas were the only adaptive problem humans faced, the tendency to follow descriptive norms (i.e., conformity) would never evolve from scratch (Kido & Takezawa, 2021). However, conformity was selected for allowing us to develop adaptive behaviors over a wide range of domains. Thereby, it remains unclear how norm psychology and cooperation coevolve. In the present study, we explored the impact of exapted conformity by modeling the coevolution of cooperation and norm psychology. In our simulations, agents make a decision, maximizing a utility function that captures three motives: gaining material payoff, following injunctive and descriptive norms. Group and individual level selective pressures drive evolution of utility function. We show that evolved conformity could radically change what type of norm psychology is evolutionarily adaptive. Our findings suggest that injunctive norms encouraging only punishments will not be internalized under evolved conformity. Rather, humans tend to embody norms for cooperation per se and exhibit cooperation.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.2 3:35-3:50 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk MD Sams Afif Nirjhor Effects of sanction systems on the evolution of cooperation in the linear division of labor with finite roles1.2Ac Introduction: Division of labor is based on cooperation among players with various roles on various network structures. It is common in our society but rarely studied from the viewpoint of the evolution of cooperation. We focus on the effects of two possible sanction systems: the defector-sanction system and the 1st role-sanction system, on the evolution of cooperation in the linear division of labor arranged in a unidirectional linear chain. Method: By using the replicator equations of the asymmetric game, we analyze our model; there is a finite number of roles each of which is assigned to one group with cooperators and defectors. A cooperator in an upstream group produces or modifies a product, paying a cost of cooperation, and hands it to a player in a downstream group who obtains a benefit from the product. Costs and benefits are different among groups. If players in all roles cooperate, a final product can be completed. However, if a player in a group chooses defection, the division of labor stops, the final product cannot be completed, and all players in all roles suffer damage. Results & Conclusion: We find that not the benefit but the cost matters to the evolutionary dynamics. We also find that the probability of finding a defector and the initial demography of the groups determine which sanction system promotes cooperation.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.2 3:50-4:05 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk Marco Campenni Co-evolution of cooperative behavior, third-party punishment, and law: Simulation study based on prisoner’s dilemma game1.2Ad Many human populations on the globe have the law system, obliging individuals to conform to a certain norm, violation of which is usually followed by the punishment from the third-party. Using a model of group competition among distinct subpopulations, we will simulate the co-evolution of the law internalized in a population and the cooperative behavior through prisoner’s dilemma (PD) game with third-party punishment. Unlike the standard PD game, third-party punishment in our model takes place only if the subpopulation in question has the internalized law system. Our model also includes the competition among subpopulations, in which those with higher payoff tend to win. We show that whereas the law and cooperative behavior may evolve for certain parameter sets concerning the payoffs of the PD game, the population will lose the law and be occupied by defectors in majority of the cases.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.2 4:05-4:20 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk Andrea Ortolani Legal Transplants as Cultural Evolution: The Doctrine of Assignment of Contract in Italy and Japan1.2Ae This presentation examines the transplant of the legal doctrine of assignment of contract in the Japanese legal system as a case of cultural evolution. Its main objective is to examine how the existing legal literature on legal transplants can be re-evaluated in the theoretical framework of cultural evolution. This presentation will be mainly based on qualitative analysis of legal and doctrinal sources of the legal systems involved, and on a general review of the comparative legal scholarship on legal transplants and legal evolution. This presentation rejects an essentialist vision of legal culture, according to which legal evolution occurs only in stages and legal transplants can happen only between legal cultures which share a common tradition. Instead, this presentation shows that legal transplants are possible despite hurdles such as differences in language, culture and geography. It also reveals that legal transplants involving highly technical legal doctrines without political coloration, such as the doctrine of assignment of contract, can occur without any decisive relationship to legal culture. Based on these findings, this presentation strongly suggests that legal transplants should be studied as typical cases of cultural evolution.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.2 4:20-4:35 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk Keelah Williams Resource availability shapes endorsement of the death penalty 1.2Af Faced with punishing severe offenders, why do some prefer imprisonment whereas others impose death? Adopting a functional perspective, we propose that environmental features may shape our punishment strategies. Individuals are attuned to the availability of resources within their environments. Due to heightened concerns with the costliness of repeated offending, we hypothesize that individuals tend towards elimination-focused punishments during times of perceived scarcity. Using global and United States data sets (studies 1 and 2), we find that indicators of resource scarcity predict the presence of capital punishment. In two experiments (studies 3 and 4), we find that activating concerns about scarcity causes people to increase their endorsement for capital punishment, and this effect is statistically mediated by a reduced willingness to risk repeated offenses. We discuss these findings in light of individual and cultural factors previously shown to influence capital punishment attitudes.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:15-4:45 Evolving social norms across species Chair: Rachel Harrison Richard Mortensenstuen

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:15-3:30 Evolving social norms across species Session talk Kristin Andrews Investigating social norms in nonhuman animals 1.3Aa Social norms—rules governing which behaviors are deemed appropriate or inappropriate within a given community—are typically taken to be uniquely human. Recently, this position has been challenged (Andrews 2020; Danón 2019; Fitzpatrick 2020; Kappeler et al. 2019; von Rohr et al. 2011). The view that norms are human unique stems from commitments regarding the psychological capacities required for having them, and skepticism that animals possess these prerequisites (Birch 2020; Rakoczy and Schmidt 2019; Schlingoff and Moore 2017; Tomasello 2016). However, among norm cognition researchers there is little agreement about the cognitive architecture that underpins social norms in humans. This makes empirical study of animal social norms difficult at this stage. To make progress, we draw inspiration from the animal culture research program, and offer an an operationalized account of social norms. We propose examining normative regularities: a socially maintained pattern of behavioral conformity within a community (Westra and Andrews, in preparation). We suggest methods for studying social norms in wild and captive primate populations, and examine the implication of animal social norms for theories of cultural evolution.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:30-3:35 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Rita Anne McNamara Do Opaque Minds Make Better Neighbors? Examining Relational Mobility as a Predictor of Outcome Focus Across Three Folk Theories of Mind1.3Ab Introduction: Inferences about others' minds seem necessary for successful human social life, but Opacity of Mind (OoM) norms against mentalizing in small, traditional communities challenge this notion. This research employs the concept of relational mobility – or the capacity to freely move among social groups – as an index of the socio-cultural adaptive pressure that might promote the evolution of mentalizing norms. Method: This research recruits Indigenous iTaukei Fijians with Opacity of Mind norms (n=90), New Zealanders with mind-centric norms (n=280), and Pacific people living in New Zealand (n=600) who live in a cultural middle-zone. I test whether preference for outcome focus (rather than a more mentalizing intent focus) can be explained by ToM measures or ecological factors like relational mobility with pre-existing mentalizing scales and vignettes assessing social judgments. Results: Results suggest OoM norms mitigate relational (im)mobility by shifting focus to external, observable behaviors, rather than focusing on intent which may be perceived as more hostile when relational mobility is low. Discussion: Cognitive capacities like mentalizing form the backbone of human social life. Core cognitive functions may be modulated to suit particular environmental constraints via inheritance pathways of norm psychology.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:35-3:40 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Catharina Walldén Intrasexual Competition and Anti-Immigration Tendencies 1.3Ac We tested the hypothesis that anti-immigration tendencies (e.g., discrimination and negative attitudes towards immigration) can partly be the result of intrasexual competition for mates, especially among heterosexual men. That is, the more an immigrant group is perceived as increasing intrasexual competition, the more anti-immigration tendencies will be displayed by natives. We predicted that native men would display more anti-immigration tendencies than women and that immigrant-specific variables (relationship status, ethnicity-specific prejudice concerning sexual behavior) would predict native men’s anti-immigration tendencies. We presented participants with online vignettes presenting a large group of immigrants of reproductive age and of the participant’s own gender entering into the participant’s home county. We manipulated the relationship status and ethnicity of the immigrant groups. After each vignette, participants reported their anti-immigration tendencies towards the described immigrant group. We also measured participants' self-reported mate access, mate value, and intrasexual competition. We recruited 485 Finnish adults between 25 and 44 years and used available data on their home county’s sex-ratio for their age group as a proxy measure for mate access. As expected, men displayed more anti-immigration tendencies than women and men reported more anti-immigration tendencies against immigrants from the Middle East compared to against immigrants from South-East Asia. Contrary to our hypothesis, intrasexual competition did not predict anti-immigration tendencies among men, but among women. We discuss these findings further.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:40-3:45 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Robin Schimmelpfennig Leveraging social influence for the wisdom of the crowd 1.3Ad Theoretical and empirical research suggests that human social learning is both frequency- and payoff-dependent. Less evidence exists about the joint effect of both types of social information. We ran a two-staged incentivised online experiment in Kenya (N=1400). First, participants were ranked based on their performance in a Raven Matrices Task. Second, participants were grouped to make decisions in a sequential task in which participants receive a private signal and can observe the decisions of upstream participants. In a 2x2 factorial design, we manipulated whether high-performing participants would make their decisions early or late in the sequence and whether participants are informed about the ordering or not. We find strong evidence for frequency-dependent social learning across all conditions. However, while frequency- and payoff-dependent cues interact to increase the accuracy of decisions, we don’t find any significant interaction effect on social learning. To understand how learning shapes decisions in complex real-world scenarios, research should further investigate the joint effects of social learning biases for decision-making.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:45-3:50 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Annika Gunst Parental investment theory, sibling conflicts and age difference between siblings1.3Ae Introduction: Sibling conflicts are frequent in sibling relationships during childhood and adolescence. However, little is known about the dynamics behind sibling conflicts. Based on the evolutionary theory of parental-offspring conflict, we hypothesized that more conflicts would arise between siblings close (vs. further apart) in age, as they compete for the same type of parental investment. We also studied the alternative hypotheses that more conflicts would arise between siblings close in age as they are more similar and closer to each other. Materials and Methods: We analyzed retrospective survey data from 379 parents in Finland who had at least two children and whose oldest child was a minor. We performed multiple regressions with sibling conflict as the dependent variable, age difference as the dependent variable, and sibling similarity and sibling closeness as mediating variables. Results: We present descriptive results and results from the structural regression model. Discussion: We discuss our findings and the limitations of our study.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:50-3:55 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Julia Penndorf Cultural diffusion experiments with novel food reveal age-dependent conformity and potential foraging traditions in neighbouring groups of urban parrots1.3Af Adoption of novel food is a major challenge for animals living in urban environments; the spread of innovation and establishment of traditions is one potential mechanism enabling its incorporation. Experimental introductions into groups of the same population have been a classic method to examine this mechanistic pathway. However, most studies have focused on the social learning of foraging techniques, which may have different associated social or cognitive biases. In this study, we conducted a two option and control experiment, presenting two novel foods (shelled almonds, coloured red or blue) in five neighbouring roosts of sulphur-crested cockatoos (Cacatua galerita). We tracked the spread of knowledge across social networks from trained demonstrators, and used experience weighted attraction models (EWA) to ask: (i) how social learning biases shape the acquisition of a novel food, and (ii) whether similarities in processing techniques can emerge within roosts or social associates, even in a continuous population. Examining the solves of 355 individuals, we found age-related differences, with juveniles - but not adults - exhibiting a conformist bias, preferentially choosing the most frequently eaten food. Lastly, when analysing 539 openings by 147 individuals, we found evidence for site-level differences that increased with distance and decreased with movement between sites.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 3:55-4:00 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Cynthiann Heckelsmiller Ethnomedicine for People, Animals, and Plants; Evolving Explanatory Models in a Changing Subsistence System1.3Ag People use folk scientific concepts in ethnomedicine when confronting diseases in humans, other animals, and plants, especially when those organisms are part of a human food system. Yet, little is known about how explanatory models (EMs) of animal and plant diseases adapt when subsistence systems change. Traditionally pastoralists, many Maasai communities in East Africa have intensified agricultural production and interactions with Western scientific paradigms. Using participant observation and interviews with 95 members of a Tanzanian Maasai community, we investigate how participants explain illness events for humans, animals, and plants. We found that people often adopt Western scientific interventions, but keep traditional medical explanations which vary between plant and animal cases. Our findings suggest that EM content for plant and animal disease appears to be differentially constrained by 1) cognitive construals (e.g. a tendency for essentialism, anthropocentrism, teleology); 2) biological coherence; 3) barriers/ attractors to intervention access. We discuss how these factors are important in understanding how folk science evolves and may influence development initiatives.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:00-4:05 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Rafael Albuquerque Is the touch of capuchin monkeys infants (Sapajus libidinosus) on other individuals influenced by their popularity?1.3Ah In primates, touching is fundamental for the social development of infants. We hypothesized that the frequency of touching the face of other individuals by Sapajus libidinosus infants, assuming an active role within their social network, is correlated to the number of social interactions they establish. We analyzed 41 hours of videos of a wild capuchin group at Piauí, Brazil, recorded using focal animal sampling, from the digital data collection from the Laboratory of Ethology, Development and Social Interactions, corresponding to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd months of life of 6 infants (3 males and 3 females). All social interactions and facial touches involving the infant under analysis were coded. A total of 485 interactions and 45 touches were registered. We conducted a GLMM, considering individual and month as fixed effects and sex as a random variable. We found no correlation between the number of interactions of the infant and the number of touches on the face of other individuals. Future studies should investigate other factors, such as infant temperament, that might explain variation in frequency of touching.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:05-4:10 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Nayara Teles Make love, not war: Conflict and sexual reconciliation in primates 1.3Ai Conflict is a persistent feature of primate societies. Although sociability has valuable benefits, such as protection against predators or access to resources, maintaining peaceful relationships with other group members can be costly for individuals. Conflict episodes within a social group promote physical contact and changes in social dynamics. All social animals engage in episodes of conflict and aggression for dominance, control of resources, food, sexual partners, or territories. To restore social balance, primates display appeasement gestures that may repair relationships after fights. One way to restore harmony after is through sexual behavior. Non-conceptive sexual behaviors have been described in most primate species. These are explained by its communicative or sociosexual functions, which include tension regulation, dominance signaling, ties strengthening, and reconciliation among others. In this study, we systematically reviewed literature on primate conflict and resolution to determine how frequently sexual behavior has appeasing function. Results showed that closely related species like bonobos (Pan paniscus) and chimpanzees (P. troglodytes) routinely use sexual behavior for conflict resolution. However, it is still necessary to investigate reconciliatory sexual behavior in other primate species.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:10-4:15 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Karl Frost Credibility and Deception: modeling deceptive signals of intention to cooperate1.3Aj Irons (2001) and Sosis (2003) proposed that some actions are “hard” or “costly” to fake signals of altruism. If it is harder for non-altruists to perform an action than for altruists, associating with other signalers can solve cooperation dilemmas. This invites intuitive reference to costly signaling theory from animal behavior, but this theory describes signals of quality, not intent. Further, costly and hard are open to interpretation. It may take extra effort to perform the signal dishonestly. Deception may be unlikely to be innovated. Socially learning of deception may be inhibited as deceivers present as honest. Signal receivers may invest in false-signal detection. These all present distinct dynamics. Multiple interpretations of the verbal model of costly/hard to fake signals are mathematically formalized and implemented in social learning models. Analytic solutions for evolutionary equilibrium are derived for each. Under a range of conditions for some but not all interpretations, such signals and altruism spread through a population. Where deception entails some cost or is less likely to be learned hard to fake-signals can lead to group success through altruistic cooperation. A particularly interesting case is where deceptive parasitic free-riders paradoxically benefit the group by amplifying recruitment via effective false advertising: “Useful Liars”.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:15-4:20 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Max Winkler Aftershocks: How Wars, Epidemics, and Other Natural Disasters Tighten Social Norms1.3Ak I study the impact of exposure to large adverse shocks on people's normative beliefs. Combining data on the occurrences of conflicts, epidemics, and other natural disasters with large-scale survey data covering hundreds of normative beliefs, I make four findings. First, individuals surveyed in the weeks after a shock hits in their vicinity shift their normative beliefs closer to the local modal beliefs, place more importance on norm adherence, and exhibit a greater willingness to sanction norm deviations. Second, the effect is found for normative beliefs across many domains, pointing to a psychological mechanism rather than a strategic response to shocks. Third, shocks can lead to belief polarization if the local modal beliefs differ across groups before a shock hits. Fourth, examining within-country variation in shocks experienced during early lifetime across cohorts, I find that the effect persists.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:20-4:25 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Charles Efferson Activating cultural change for good (?) in heterogeneous populations 1.3Al Introduction: Social tipping can accelerate behavior change in domains from social justice to climate change. When people vary, however, heterogeneity can undermine tipping in unexpected ways. Methods: We ran two experiments. For both, participants faced incentives to coordinate. After they had established a coordination norm, an intervention created pressure to tip to a new norm by incentivizing some participants to change behavior. The first experiment examined polarized identities around the 2020 U.S. elections by using either neutral labels for choices or partisan political images. The second experiment varied both the size of the intervention and the specific individuals targeted by the intervention. Results: The payoff-irrelevant relabeling in the first experiment generated extreme differences. Neutral groups evolved norms slowly before intervention but transitioned to new norms rapidly after intervention. Political groups evolved norms rapidly before intervention but persisted in a state of costly disagreement after intervention. The second experiment showed that the social gains of behavior change depend on strong interactions between the size and target of the intervention.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:25-4:30 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Jordan Adamson The Geography of Resources, Conflict, and Territory in Hominins 1.3Am In this paper we explore how hominin behavior responds to the distribution of resources in territorial conflict. We develop an economic model to organize the findings of primatologists, isolating how resource skew and variance affect territorial ranges, as well as how they interact with unequal appropriation abilities. Testing the predictions for humans in a controlled laboratory experiment, we find that observed behavior clusters around the equilibrium predictions and all comparative statics have the predicted sign. We also find that equally strong appropriators choose more exclusive and less overlapping ranges than predicted with symmetric resources, and weaker appropriators choose more engulfed ranges than predicted with skewed resources. (Unpublished Working Paper available online at https://ssrn.com/abstract=4053185)

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:30-4:35 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Cindel White Higher education predicts worldwide cultural similarity to the United States 1.3An We tested whether sharing socioeconomic status predicts cultural similarity between residents of different nations, such as whether elites share in a “global culture” or whether certain cultural variants are characteristic of low SES. We used the cultural fixation index to examine cultural distance between members of socioeconomic groups living in 88 countries, according to the set of cultural beliefs, values, and behaviors assessed by the World Values Survey (2005 – 2019). Overall, within-country cultural distances between SES-groups (defined by education, income, or self-reported status) were small, and between-country cultural distances were no more similar if people shared the same SES. However, highly educated respondents were consistently more culturally similar to people in the USA. This pattern was not found when SES was defined by income or self-reported status, and education did not predict cultural similarities to other global superpowers (e.g., China or Russia). Results show the global spread of Western values through formal education and imply that cross-cultural studies recruiting college-educated samples are likely to under-represent the world’s cultural variation.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.3 4:35-4:40 Evolving social norms across species Lightning talk Daniel Kelly The Ethics of Consistency: Authenticity, Code-switching, and the Social Norms of Self-Presentation1.3Ao Consistency is an abstract but important social value. We first distinguish logical consistency, the kind of relationship that can hold between sentences or propositions, from that what we’ll call ethical consistency a kind of ideal that people can aspire to in themselves and their social interactions. We’ll then examine the roots of people’s concern for ethical consistency. We distinguish two families of accounts of this concern. The first holds that consistency is a precondition for the realization of different forms of cognitive and moral sophistication. On this “universalist view,” a drive toward consistency is inherent in the nature of cognition, action, and morality. Agents who aspire to be autonomous, self-governing individuals will inevitably endeavor to maintain consistency across actions in different settings, and between their present intentions and future actions. This version of the ideal of consistent even lies near the heart of Kantian moral theory, and exerts influence on contemporary extensions of it. A second view holds that ethical concern for consistency is a culturally evolved value associated with Western individualism, the most extreme versions of which are parochial to WEIRD cultures. This “localist view” sees variability across time and culture in concern for consistency-related virtues like integrity, authenticity, sincerity, etc. as evidence that not all forms of consistency are inscribed in the innate machinery of the human mind, let alone mentality in general. Rather, cultures have evolved different norms to govern individual actions and social interactions, some of which put a premium on values like authenticity, while others prize situational fluidity and the ability to calibrate behavior to different social contexts. After articulating and providing examples of these two views, we evaluate their strengths and weaknesses. We conclude with an argument in favor of the localist view, based on the idea that even in WEIRD cultures that prize it, achieving ethical consistency is a constant struggle rather an automatic result of having a mind, and social pressure and collectively enforced norms are required to maintain it. We end with some reflections on these issues made from a normative ethical perspective rather than an empirical one, situating our discussion with respect to recent normative debates about the value of code-switching and a program of moral education that teaches social fluidity and cultural fit.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.4 3:15-4:45 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 2 Chair: Ellen Garland Stakladen

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.4 3:15-3:30 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 2 Session talk Ellen Garland Humpback whale song revolutions continue to spread from the central into the eastern South Pacific1.4Aa Cultural transmission of behaviour is an important aspect of many animal communities ranging from humans to birds. Male humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) sing a repetitive, stereotyped, socially learnt, and culturally transmitted song display that slowly evolves each year. Most males within a population sing the same, slow-evolving song type; but in the South Pacific, song ‘revolutions’ have led to rapid and complete replacement of one song type by another introduced from a neighbouring population. Songs spread eastwards, from eastern Australia to French Polynesia, but the easterly extent of this transmission was unknown. Here, we investigated whether song revolutions continue to spread from the central (French Polynesia) into the eastern (Ecuador) South Pacific region. Similarity analyses using three consecutive years of song data (2016-2018) revealed that song themes recorded in 2016-18 French Polynesian song matched song themes sung in 2018 Ecuadorian song, suggesting continued easterly transmission of song to Ecuador, and vocal connectivity across the entire South Pacific Ocean basin. This study demonstrates songs first identified in western populations can be transmitted across the entire South Pacific, supporting the potential for a circumpolar Southern Hemisphere cultural transmission of song and a vocal culture rivalled in its extent only by our own.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.4 3:00-3:15 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 2 Session talk Talia Borofsky Cultural transmission, competition for prey, and the evolution of cooperative hunting1.4Ab Introduction: Despite being widespread, the benefit of cooperative hunting (CH) is unclear. When rare, CH may allow predators to escape competition and access "big prey" (BP). However, a lonely CH predator cannot catch food. Cultural transmission may allow CH to spread fast enough so cooperators can find hunting partners, but there is a catch: competition for BP will rise. 

Methods: We model a one-predator, two-prey model in which the predators either learn to hunt "small prey" (SP) alone, or learn CH to target BP. The predators first learn vertically and then choose partners from whom they learn horizontally at rate $H$. CH predators only catch the BP if their partner is cooperative. 

Results: Without horizontal learning, CH cannot spread from rarity. High rates of horizontal learning, combined with competition for the SP, allow CH to evolve. However, the CH can only fix in the predator population if the BP is very abundant.

Discussion:
Competition for prey is not enough to explain the initial evolution of CH. We found that the addition of horizontal learning allows CH to spread, but future models should explore other factors that can select for CH, such as territorial defense.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.4 3:30-3:45 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 2 Session talk Taylor Hersh Does culture spur rhythmic categories in animal communication? Evidence from sperm whales, Java sparrows, and harbour seals1.4Ac Introduction: Small integer ratio (SIR) categorical rhythms—where intervals separating sounds are distributed around SIRs—dominate human music and some birdsong, and are thought to emerge from or foster cultural transmission of learned vocalizations. Other species with culturally transmitted, socially learned vocalizations should thus also have rhythm categories.
Methods: We looked for categorical rhythms in sperm whale codas, Java sparrow songs, and harbour seal pup calls. All three species learn vocalizations, but only the first two show extensive evidence of culture. We calculated ratios of adjacent sound intervals and quantified whether there were significant distribution peaks at SIRs.
Results: Sperm whale codas and Java sparrow songs exhibit SIR categorical rhythms. As in humans, exact ratio preferences vary by whale cultural group. In Java sparrows, sons mirror the rhythms of their social, but not genetic, father. Harbour seal pup calls show no evidence of categorical rhythms.
Conclusions: These human/animal parallels emphasize that culture can drive rhythmic similarities in communication systems even when underlying sound production anatomies and acoustic environments differ.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.4 3:45-3:50 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 2 Lightning talk Gillian Vale Testing the scope of cumulative culture in groups of young children and chimpanzees1.4Ad Humans are distinctive in their propensity for cumulative cultural evolution, yet few studies directly compare human and non-human abilities to solve and socially learn the same increasingly complex tasks. Here we explore chimpanzees’ and children’s solving of an extractive foraging and tool use task, designed to offer opportunities for the emergence of cumulative culture. Groups of 3-4-year-old children and adult chimpanzees were each presented with a large puzzlebox incorporating four increasingly difficult levels of solution. Some required tool use, or building on this, tool modification, to retrieve increasingly preferred rewards. Overall, children, but not chimpanzees, showed some indication of cumulative progress, with group-tested children’s solution complexity surpassing what individuals invented when tested alone. However, after controlling for test time, such that asocial controls and groups received the same exposure to the task, this species difference disappeared. Direct species comparisons further suggest there were no significant differences in the highest task level reached by chimpanzees and children, nor in the number of individuals that solved each task level. Our results suggest that young children may not outperform adult chimpanzees on a cumulatively evolving tool use task.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.4 3:50-3:55 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 2 Lightning talk Irene Delval SOCIALLY MODIFIED MEANING OF SEX: A CASE OF HOMOSEXUAL COURTSHIP IN CAPUCHIN MONKEYS1.4Ae Among nonhuman primates (NHP), same-sex sexual behavior (SSB) is frequent and appears in several forms, such as courtship, mounting or manual-genital-oral stimulation. Possible functions include practice for heterosexual copulation, tension regulation, reconciliation or bond strengthening. Sexual interactions, though, varies among populations and species. Dual-inheritance perspective can be taken to explore possible interactions between evolved same-sex attractions and specific behaviors that are modified by social learning, occur under specific conditions, and can serve for novel social functions. Capuchin monkeys are known for their rich sexual behavior, with elaborated courtships. While same-sex mounting and genital inspection are common in capuchins’ play, same-sex courtship has been overlooked. Here we describe the first case of two young (one weaning infant and one sub-adult) males of wild-living Sapajus xanthosternos, performing a 15-min courtship. The males performed 16 out of 20 previously described heterosexual behaviors, showing a great overlap with adult courtship. If “practice hypothesis” is correct, this behavior should be widespread among males and females throughout development. Instead, we propose that sex (homosexual and heterosexual) is a powerful and efficient way of communicating social messages, so here it has “strengthening bonds” function. This could extend the prosocial hypothesis for same-sex attraction in humans to NHP.

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.4 3:55-4:10 Cultural evolution in non-human taxa 2 Session talk Eduardo Ottoni Comparing the toolkits of three savannah populations of bearded capuchin monkeys (Sapajus libidinosus): environmental and traditional factors.1.4Af We surveyed tool use by 3 groups of capuchin monkeys in S. das Confusões Nat. Park (Brazil), a savannah population equidistant from two long-term study sites - Faz. Boa Vista, where monkeys are expert nutcrackers, but do not use digging stones nor probes, and S. da Capivara, where all 3 are customary. We employed direct observation, camera traps, indirect observation of tool use sites, and two experiments, one on induced seeds' excavation, the other on probe use, based in a previous comparative study (FBV x PNSC). Nutcracking was observed as expected, but no probing. Stone-aided digging of arthropods and tubers was indirectly registered in the range of one group; one of the other groups (the only one to take part) did not use tools in the digging experiment. In the molasses-probing task, monkeys did not succeed, except by one innovator, but made inept attempts to hit the box with sticks or stones. The results on stone-aided digging are not conclusive but suggest resource-availability causes. The apparent absence of customary probe use, with no clear environmental causes, seems to point to a lower probability of the establishment of a tradition with less cultural niche construction.

Sept_22 Snak & snacks 4:45-5:15 Vandrehallen

Sept_22 Afternoon 1.5 5:15-6:00 Keynote 3 Keynote Michele Gelfand Cultural Evolutionary Mismatches in Response to Collective Threat 1.5a Across the millennia, human groups have evolved specific cultural and psychological adaptations to cope with collective threats, from terrorism to natural disasters to pathogens. In particular, research has identified cultural tightness, characterized by strict social norms and punishments, as one key adaptation that helps groups coordinate to survive collective threats. However, interferences with threat signals that facilitate tightening can lead to cultural mismatches—either too much or not enough tightening. I discuss two examples of cultural mismatches: the COVID-19 pandemic (a case in which collective threat is real, but there is a resistance to tightening) and the rise of populist movements (a case in which exaggerated threat leads to unnecessary tightening).AULA
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Sept_23 Morning 2.1 8:30-10:45 Social creativity in music and games Chair: Niels Chr. Hansen Richard Mortensenstuen

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 8:30-8:45 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Niels Chr. Hansen Topical musical innovations may have helped humans endure societal struggle during the coronavirus pandemic and beyond2.1Ma INTRODUCTION: Scientific debate on the evolutionary function(s) of music has lately intensified with leading theories highlighting its capacity for social bonding & credible signaling. Crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic provide ideal opportunities for establishing selective pressure on music behavior. This talk synthesizes empirical evidence collected by the global MUSICOVID network to argue that contextually tailored musical innovations may help humans endure societal struggle.

METHODS: Representative survey data from FR, DE, IN, IT, UK & US (n=5,113) during Apr-May 2020 were subjected to LightGBM modelling to predict socio-emotional coping via music from behavioral changes. A corona-themed music video database (n=465) was crowdsourced. Sentiment was quantified in tweets (n≈16M), subreddits (n≈53K), Spotify playlists (n=10K), YouTube comments (n=125K) & news articles (n≈46K).
RESULTS: Music aided coping for ~50% of people, being superior to many other strategies. Widespread interest in coronamusic was by far the strongest predictor of successful musical coping, and a functional bifurcation emerged between negative- & positive-experiencers using music for solitary mood regulation and as a proxy for social interaction, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS: These data provocatively suggest that topical music may have been adaptive in building resilience during human evolution.

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 8:45-9:00 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Eita Nakamura Predictive modeling of dynamic cluster structure of popular music creation styles2.1Mb While previous studies on music evolution focused on analysis of trends in features in historical data, construction of a mathematical model that can predict the evolution of the distribution of musical products remains as a challenge. This is especially because the distribution of music styles in a society has a complex structure consisting of clusters that dynamically change.
To understand these complex dynamics, we developed statistical modeling methods and analyzed two large datasets of popular music created in Japan and the US.
We found that intra-cluster dynamics, such as the contraction and shift of a cluster, as well as inter-cluster dynamics represented by clusters' relative frequencies, often exhibit notable dynamical modes that hold across different cultures. Moreover, we developed an evolutionary model incorporating these dynamical modes and showed that it is effective for predicting the future creation style distributions.
Our results indicate the importance of an accurate model of cluster dynamics for predicting future distributions of cultural artefacts. The proposed methodology is general and can potentially be applied to other domains of creative culture.

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 9:00-9:15 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Dor Shilton Group singing is globally dominant, and is related to both social context and social complexity2.1Mc Singing is involved in the most crucial events defining social life. One important feature of music performance is its sociovocal organization, ranging from unaccompanied solo to a multi-part chorus. It was previously hypothesized that this feature is related to social organization, so that emphasis on solo singing is more common in large-scale hierarchical societies, while levelled group singing is more common in small-scale egalitarian ones.

We analyze two global song corpora: Cantometrics (5,776 coded recordings from 1,026 societies) and NHS Ethnography (4,709 coded ethnographic texts from 60 societies). We examine the prevalence of group singing, and fit multilevel models predicting sociovocal organization based on social context and measures of social complexity.

We find that in both corpora, group singing is more common overall and in most societies, and its likelihood is dependent on social context. Social complexity is associated with greater likelihood of solo singing and more leader-dominant group singing.

These results support previous proposals that music is primarily a communal phenomenon and that sociovocal organization and social complexity are functionally related.

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 9:15-9:30 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Manuel Anglada-Tort Large-scale online iterated singing experiments reveal oral transmission effects in the evolution of human song2.1Md Introduction: In most human cultures, music and speech are sustained through oral transmission. How do cognitive and motor constraints in this process shape the evolution of music? Music corpus studies have been particularly useful to characterize common and diverse features observed in human songs across cultures (Mehr et al., 2019; Savage, 2015), yet these studies fail to quantify how and why these features emerge. Alternatively, iterated learning experiments provide a powerful quantitative tool for studying how transmission biases shape the evolution of language and music. However, such experiments have traditionally been conducted in nonautomated laboratory settings, making data collection costly while limiting the ability to explore the full space of evolutionary possibilities. 

Methods: 
Here we present the first large-scale cultural evolution study on human song, quantifying the evolution of thousands of melodies transmitted orally across participants. Our method is applicable to individuals from any cultural background and works efficiently on computers available to most participants online. We perform many variations of this paradigm, including varying the total number of notes per melody (3-12 notes), adding memory load and motor constraints in the singing task, or naturalistic singing.

Results: 
We show that cognitive and motor constraints in oral transmission play a profound role in the emergence of melodic structure. Specifically, initially random tones develop into more structured systems that increasingly reuse and combine fewer elements, making melodies easier to learn and transmit over time. Importantly, melodic features that emerged artificially from our experiments are largely consistent with melodic universals observed cross-culturally (e.g., small intervals, discrete scales, and tonal structures). Parallel to this, we find that evolving melodies tend to align with melodic pleasantness (estimated by a separate rating experiment with Western listeners) and musical exposure (estimated by a large corpus of popular Western melodies). 

Discussion: 
Taken together, our results provide the first quantitative characterization of the rich collection of biases that oral transmission imposes on music evolution, giving us a new understanding of the emergence of musical universals and the resulting vast structural diversity of human song.

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 9:30-9:45 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Luis Alejandro Villanueva HernandezCo-dependent processes of stability and variability of musical traits: An evo-devo approach to music transmission2.1Me It has been argued that cultural evolution and genetic inheritance are driven by similar rules (Dawkins, 1976). Some cultural evolutionists have adopted the modelling tools and strategies of population genetics in order to study processes of cultural transmission and evolution (Boyd and Richerson 1985, 2005), meaning that cultural evolution can be analyzed as information stored and transmitted through individuals’ minds. However, this gene-centred approach to culture misperceives two interrelated factors: the important role that the development of individuals plays in the production and transmission of cultural traits, and the sociomaterial overlap in which these cultural traits are embedded. Unlike a purely gene-centred perspective, the evo-devo research agenda has focused on two key problems about evolution: how do evolutionary mechanisms generate and modify organismal developmental processes, and how does the structure of organismal developmental processes shape back the patterns and processes of evolution (Müller 2007, 2017, 2019). In other words, to understand either evolutionary or developmental processes, we need to understand how they shape one another. Despite this promising theoretical approach, few evo-devo inspired models of cultural evolution have been applied to analyze how the sociomaterial overlap that scaffolds the transmission and innovation of cultural traditions (see e.g. Griesemer 2014, Tavory et al. 2014) and the development of individuals are intimately interconnected. Music is a paradigmatic example to study these interrelated processes. In this talk, I present an evo-devo model for the transmission of musical traits. In particular, I argue that the transmission of musical traits should be analyzed as co-dependent processes between the development of individuals and the sociomaterial overlap (e.g. rituals, musical repertoire, musical instruments, social norms, etc.) in which a particular musical practice is embedded. I show that this model enables a deeper understanding of complex cultural dynamics shaping both the stability and variability of musical traditions, providing a partial solution to the problem of determining the relevant aspects that must be replicated by an agent (or group of agents) in order to adequately reproduce a cultural trait over time. In order to show how this conceptual framework can be applied to explain concrete cases of musical transmission, I refer to my ethnomusicological work conducted over several years in Mexico in the Totonac indigenous community of Huehuetla, Puebla (Villanueva 2012).

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 9:45-10:00 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Bret Beheim Strategic Social Leaning in the Era of Hypercompetent Artificial Intelligence: A Large-Scale, Longitudinal Case Study using the Game of Go2.1Mf # Introduction: Many domains of knowledge have grappled with the arrival of hypercompetent artificial intelligence. We might expect an efflorescence of AI-produced ideas. On the other hand, human-trained AI might simply reproduce or reinforce existing orthodoxies. The strategic impact of AlphaGo post-2016 on the game of Go serves as a data-rich case study.

# Methods

Using a large database of top-level human and AI play (62,740 opening sequences, 1956-2020), I study the diversity of opening sequences using multilevel regression models of recent social and individual covariates pre & post-AlphaGo.

# Results

The post-AI era has indeed seen an explosion of move diversity (Shannon entropy on opening sequences), reversing decades of decline. Since the 1990s, social trends have come to strongly predict individual first-move openings (b=3.77, psign<0.001), and, while pre-internet Go was characterized by a low correlation between strategy popularity and efficacy (R2=0.11), the post-AI era now sees a near-perfect correlation (R2=0.87).

# Conclusions

Human Go strategies are more diverse, more social, and apparently more efficacious under the influence of hypercompetent AI advisors.

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 10:00-10:15 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Juan Perote-Peña The evolution of false theories 2.1Mg I propose a mathematical model of cultural evolution to explain why false theories and meaning systems or maladaptive beliefs may spread and become fixed in a population while assuming that their diffusion rates are lower than their true counterparts. By combining ideas from judgment aggregation and the Condorcet Jury theorem with cultural evolution dynamics, I introduce a new epistemic stage in the cultural evolution process where culturally transmitted theories not only spread “horizontally” (across individuals in the same generation) and “vertically” (from one generation to the next), but also inside individual brains (“personal reflection process”). This occurs when a brain adopts a maladaptive theory (not received from outside) by means of internal inference from other false premise/idea that was indeed received culturally. In this context, false theories may favor the assumption of other false theories after the individuals have been exposed to true information about their logical connection, and increase their presence in the population within the normal and adaptive logical working of our brains. Using a simple stylized model and subsequent simulations I identify the parametric conditions in which false theories become universally accepted, so that the model could be tested empirically.

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 10:15-10:30 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Oleg Sobchuk First-mover advantage in the evolution of music genres 2.1Mh Why do some artists achieve extreme popularity? A theory of first-mover advantage, developed in economics, may partly explain this. It suggests that companies that enter a new market niche early on become more successful. We hypothesize that the first-mover advantage can explain the popularity of songs. A musical genre is analogous to a niche, and early representatives of a genre may be considered first movers.

We use Spotify data: ~166,000 songs in 10 genres. To account for data biases, we do bootstrapping from a control mixed-genre dataset, built by sampling, for each genre, song corpora that are similar to the target genre: they have the exact same size and yearly distribution of releases but do not belong to any single genre. We have preregistered the prediction that the relationship between success (i.e. playcount) and time for the genre corpora should be more negative than for the samples taken from the mixed-genre corpora.

We find a more negative relationship between time and playcount for 8 genres, which supports the prediction; in the remaining 2 genres the difference is not significant.

Successful artists may owe their popularity to innovativeness in new artistic niches.

Sept_23 Morning 2.1 10:30-10:45 Social creativity in music and games Session talk Harin Lee Studying the evolution of pop music across 55 countries since the 1950s 2.2Mi Background: Music is a rich cultural product that is practiced across all known cultures and throughout history, making it an attractive medium to study the transmission and evolution of culture. However, previous research on empirical analysis of music predominantly relied on Western songs, limiting our understanding to WEIRD countries. Method: We introduce a novel dataset called GlobalPOP, which gathers music records from 55 countries since the 1950s by crawling web pages and manually transcribing from books and magazines. The dataset contains over 4 million entries and 254,234 songs with acoustic information, lyrics, and other meta-data gathered from various sources. Results: Using this rich dataset, we provide a quantitative picture on how the general preference of music has converged and diverged across the globe over the last seven decades. Our preliminary findings indicate that most acoustic features reveal a country-specific or regional trend (e.g., danceability, tempo, energy) that can be grouped by the spoken-language and geographical proximity, whereas only a handful of low-level features can be considered as a global trend (e.g., song duration, loudness). Conclusion: We present the first empirical work on the evolution of cross-cultural music preferences by making use of the most comprehensive longitudinal music chart data which will become open-access.

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 8:30-10:45 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Chair: Wataru Toyokawa Stakladen

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 8:30-8:45 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Rob Brooks How gender inequity and income inequality affect mating markets, and how they may shape culture2.2Mb Resources influence the formation and success of human consortships. Resource distribution within a society should, therefore, influence the mating opportunities an individual of given status/wealth experiences. In particular, in societies both contemporary and historic, women prefer mates of higher rather than lower status and wealth, a pattern known as ‘hypergyny’. Within-sex competition is influenced by an interaction between preferences and the distribution of resources. Empirical studies show that economic inequality within a sex can amplify mating competition, and that inequalities between women and men influence mate competition behaviours, but the links between resource distribution and mating competition have received less theoretic attention. We model hypergyny’s effects on mating competition among men and among women within a heterosexual mating market. Lower mating success of poorer men and richer women (compared with richer men and poorer women) is worsened when resource gender gaps are small or when women out-earn men on average. Within-sex inequality amplifies competition. We consider the implications for cultural regulation of inequalities and mating norms.

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 8:45-9:00 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Lluis Oviedo The evolution of beliefs and believing as a case for cultural evolution 2.2Mc Beliefs have a life on their own: they are born, grow, expand, and eventually may fade away and get extinct. It is relatively easy to describe beliefs and the believing processes in similar terms to living beings, and to apply to them a similar axiomatic as the evolutionary model provides: variations, selection, adaptation, and reproduction. In the current wild and accelerated state we witness the formation of new beliefs in our time: thanks to the development of new media and social networks beliefs clearly follow patterns of variation, selection and successful reproduction, but the living cycle is now often shorter and riskier. In any case, we need a better knowledge of the evolution of beliefs, both in the long run, or from a historical perspective, and in the short run, following current trends. What seems clear is that the current study of cultural evolution would greatly benefit from inputs from the new scientific study of beliefs and believing processes. The Creditions model offers opportunities to work out that link and to enrich the framework of cultural evolution.

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 9:00-9:15 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Dugald Foster Meta-Analysis of Predictors of Cooperation and Loan Repayment in Microfinance Groups2.2Md Introduction: We aimed to test evolutionary theories of cooperation in the context of a real-world social dilemma: joint liability microfinance. To do so we meta-analyse predictors from microfinance studies to estimate their overall associations with loan repayment, and to assess the uncertainty and generalisability of these estimates. Methods: We pre-registered our meta-analytic protocol and hypotheses, conducted literature searches, screened studies for eligibility and assessed their risk of bias, and developed Bayesian multilevel models to estimate meta-analytic associations between loan repayment and proxies of 4 evolutionary mechanisms proposed to support cooperation: relatedness, reciprocity, partner choice, and punishment. Results: Punishment-based variables showed the strongest positive associations with loan repayment, with mixed results for other mechanisms. Estimates vary widely in their certainty, with high levels of effect heterogeneity. Conclusions: Our results provide some evidence for evolutionary mechanisms supporting cooperation in real-world contexts, and suggest there are non-generalisable findings and/or reproducibility issues in the microfinance literature.

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 9:15-9:30 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Tim Waring The role of culture in long-term human evolution 2.2Me It has been suggested that the human species may be undergoing an evolutionary transition in individuality (ETI). I argue that the ETI model is incomplete because it ignores the role of culture in human evolution. I argue that culture is not just a major force in human evolution, but the single most dominant historically. Moreover, culture appears to hold greater adaptive potential than genetic inheritance and may be driving long-term human evolution. The evolutionary impact of culture occurs mainly through culturally organized groups, which have come to dominate human affairs in recent millennia. Moreover, the role of culture appears to be growing, increasingly bypassing genetic evolution and weakening genetic adaptive potential. Taken together, these findings suggest that human long-term gene-culture coevolution is characterized by an evolutionary transition in inheritance (from genes to culture) which entails a transition in individuality (from genetic individual to cultural group) as a consequence. I propose that human evolution is more completely characterized by an evolutionary transition in both inheritance and individuality (ETII), from the genetic evolution of individual humans to the cultural evolution of human groups. I detail predictions for the future of human evolution, and lay out an ethical strategy for research and implementation.

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 9:30-9:45 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Thomas Weber Punctuated evolution in the complex infrastructure case of building a third runway at Munich airport – merging dissipative structures theory with public policy theories2.2Mf Infrastructure projects like the plans to build a third runway at Munich airport are accompanied by complex public policy dynamics. The Punctuated Equilibrium Theory (PET) would predict that policy in this case evolves in a punctuated fashion and not in smooth incremental steps. We test this for the case and complement PET with insights from a theory transfer we conducted earlier of the evolutionary theory of dissipative structures (TDS) from thermodynamics. We reconstruct the policy dynamics with qualitative content analysis of more than 700 articles from over 14 different newspapers over a period of 13 years. With our theoretical approach we identify the third runway project as a complex evolving policy system where competition between coalitions of actors and their collective understandings of the policy issue shape the structure of this system. Trust, formal and informal power are the control parameters which determine whether the coalitions are stable against deviating opinions or if these very opinions can drive the coalitions and the system to a new stable state. We have detected phases of stability interrupted by two policy punctuations in 2012 and 2018 and we can explain this evolution with a change of trust and power within the proponent coalition. The results demonstrate that a combination of TDS with policy theories can help to explain complex policy dynamics. We will continue the discussions on this with additional methods such as agent-based models.

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 9:45-10:00 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Matthew A. Turner Different forms of uncertainty differently affect the evolution of social learning2.2Mg Introduction Social learning is essential to human survival–it is a critical adaptation for dealing with uncertainty. However, uncertainty takes many forms. We identified four theoretically important types of uncertainty: temporal environmental variability, ambiguous payoffs, decision set size, and effective lifespans. We used this framework to study conditions for the evolution of social learning in populations with

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 10:00-10:15 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Lisa Bukhave Convenient collaborations: Using digital humanities in the study of the evolution of Indo-European religions2.2Mh This paper will discuss the potential of using methods from digital humanities when studying the evolution of religions. The case at hand will be ongoing work on my doctoral thesis, in which I study separate developments in symbolic systems across the Indo-European religions. Digital methods, such as topic modelling, make it possible for scholars to look for patterns in large textual corpora. Combined with close philological readings, I believe this provides a more nuanced look into the symbolic system, religion, expressed in ancient texts. As an example, I will present my preliminary studies of the different layers of the Vedic Rigveda compared with the Old Iranian Gathas. In this study, digital methods will be an important tool in analysing patterns that unite and differentiate throughout the texts. When comparing the texts, these patterns may lead to not just reconstructions of earlier stages, but how these stages developed into the known religions. Thus, providing a better understanding of the shared Indo-Iranian heritage between the two texts, and the cultural evolutionary processes in the development of the individual symbolic systems expressed. As such, this paper will argue for the advantages of using digital methods when combining Indo-European studies and theories on religious evolution to view similarities, differences, and developments in the symbolic systems of large corpora.

Sept_23 Morning 2.2 10:15-10:30 Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories 3 Session talk Michael Chimento The interaction of learning rules and population turnover can drive cultural evolution2.2Mi Cultural evolution is usually framed in terms of transmission biases or behavioral transformation via cognitive biases, although there is a third dimension that is often ignored: learning through reward. This process of internal selection that happens when socially learned behaviors are used by individuals, has been hypothesized to play a critical role in the evolution of adaptiveness of cultural traits, as they are either maintained or abandoned over the course of repeated production. To date, this has remained a verbal argument. To test this argument, we construct an agent based model where acquisition and production are linked, as acquisition is conditioned on association, as well as behavioral frequencies of associates. We show that variation in the learning rules that govern production influence the diffusion of a novel behavior. We further show that these effects can affect the inferential power of two popular models in the field of animal culture: Network Based Diffusion Analysis and Experience Weighted Attraction models. We then allow for dynamic networks of populations, and show how the social process of population turnover interacts with reinforcement learning to drive the cultural evolution of efficiency. Different regimes of population turnover generate optimal, neutral or sub-optimal selection for a more efficient behavior, when compared against static populations. These two studies generate new predictions for how reinforcement learning can influence cultural outcomes, and highlight un-discussed consequences for current practices in the field. The formulation of our model also encourages more rigorous definitions for social learning strategies and biases, as they might target the process of acquisition or production, or both, yet have been discussed interchangeably to date. They also provide theoretical support for the hypothesis that naive learners, introduced through population turnover, play a crucial role in resampling payoff landscapes.

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 8:30-10:45 Biocultural social sciences 2 Chair: Elena Miu Mogens Zielerstuen

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 8:30-8:45 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Taylor Davis An Empirical Approach to Identifying the Moral Domain 2.3Ma This project is an exploratory study of folk intuitions about the moral domain, conducted in the U.S., China, India and Pakistan. Theorists disagree widely about how to define morality, so the science of morality has no principled way to identify its own target domain. This gives rise to many irresolvable debates. However, new methods in experimental philosophy make it possible to replace the theoretical debate over definitions with an empirical research program, by “defining” morality according to the folk concept, rather than theoretical principles. The study illustrates how the right intuitions can be measured, and how the data bear on the scientific debate. 
Such intuitions evolve culturally, however, so these intuitions may vary too widely for the folk concept to be coherent. To address this, the study spanned the distinct cultures of Western, Chinese, and Indian civilization (N=1,612). A questionnaire elicited judgments of “moralness” for a set of normative claims that represents the scientific debate. Hierarchical cluster analysis was used to distinguish moral clusters from non-moral ones, and to identify sub-clusters within the moral domain. Results showed striking agreement across all samples in the moral domain’s scope, and only minor disagreement over internal structure. This supports the conclusion that the empirical approach to identifying the moral domain is viable.Sept_23 Morning 2.3 8:45-9:00 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Lotty Brand Analogy as a critical component for communicating complex cultural information2.3Mb Complex behaviours are said to be transmitted from one person to another via high-fidelity social learning mechanisms. However, many behaviours are too opaque to be learnt via imitation alone, and require teaching with verbal communication. Although human language facilitates the explanation of complex behaviours in precise detail, we argue that direct, literal communication is overly costly and inefficient in many cases. Instead, humans use shortcuts such as analogies that enable compression of meaning (Brand et al. 2021). In their model of tacit knowledge, Miton & Dedeo (2022) find that “a small amount of guidance, well-presented, allows students to lock-in a culturally-widespread practice”. We predict that the “well-presented guidance” relies on analogies that relate novel behaviour to familiar behaviour in the learner’s repertoire. We present a formal model in which behavioural components are formalised as nodes in a network, and analogies as shared relationships between the edge-structures of different networks. We will present preliminary work on the model and its implications for Cultural Evolutionary theory, and for the origins of language and cognition.

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 9:00-9:15 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Helena Miton The Cultural Transmission of Tacit Knowledge 2.3Mc Introduction: A wide variety of cultural practices take the form of “tacit” knowledge, whose principles are neither obvious to an observer, nor known explicitly by experts. This poses a problem for cultural evolution: if beginners cannot spot the principles to imitate, and experts cannot say what they are doing, how can tacit knowledge pass from generation to generation?

Approach and Methods: We present a domain-general model of “tacit teaching”, drawn from statistical physics, that shows how high-fidelity transmission of tacit knowledge is possible. It applies when the
practice’s underlying features are subject to interacting and competing constraints.

Results: Our model predicts a tell-tale distribution of teaching outcomes, with some learners being near-perfect performers while others receiving the same instruction are disastrously bad. The evolution of tacit knowledge is also expected to be bursty, with long periods of stability interspersed with brief periods of dramatic change, and
where tacit knowledge, once lost, becomes essentially impossible to recover.

Discussion: This general model could be applied to diverse cultural practices, as long as they can justifiably be understood as a network of constraints. This also suggest that when practices are constrained enough, it might not be necessary to evolve high-fidelity transmission mechanisms.

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 9:15-9:30 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Rachel Harrison Children but not adults demonstrate payoff biased social learning in an instrumental task2.3Md Introduction: The strategies guiding human social learning have been extensively studied and seem to contribute to the cumulative culture of the human species. However, relatively few studies have focused on payoff biased social learning, which leads to the adoption of the most rewarding behaviours observed. Methods: This study examined payoff bias in both children (N=107) and adults (N=100), using an instrumental task designed to resemble natural foraging problems in various species, similar to one previously used with wild vervet monkeys. Participants watched a video demonstration in which two models repeatedly retrieved either a high or low value reward from a box by opening one of two doors, before choosing which door to open themselves. Results: Our results showed that children were significantly more likely to choose the high payoff option than the low payoff option, indicating the use of payoff biased social learning, which increased over the age range tested (four to eight years old). We did not observe a payoff bias in adults, who were equally likely to choose the high and low payoff options. Discussion: This study investigated for the first time, to our knowledge, the ontogeny of payoff biased social learning in humans, using a task well-suited for comparative research. Future research will further explore the apparent lack of payoff biased learning in adults shown here.

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 9:30-9:45 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Jana Nenadalová Sensing spirits and other dangerous beings: how uncertainty makes us feel the unseen presence2.3Me The human propensity to detect agents, not really present around is one of the oldest problems in CESR. But is there any causal connection with uncertainty? In the study, I was inducing via sensory deprivation a specific kind of such experience, i.e., the “Unpleasant Feeling of Sensed Presence” (UFoP), using the predictive processing theory.
UFoP was induced by 0.5h sensory (visual, auditory) deprivation trial, manipulating expectations about the being that could come during the process (using semantic priming), measuring biological data (PPG, EDA), capturing experience via post-deprivation surveys and interviews, and controlling for two psychological dispositions: imaginative suggestibility and fantasy proneness.
The main predictor of UFoP experience was felt uncertainty, moderated by suggestibility (but not by fantasy proneness), while semantic priming had no effect.
In my paper, I will further discuss if – under the condition of greater uncertainty – a) humans generally tend to detect agents due to evolved hyperpriors for the agent-related fear, b) we tend to (falsely) predict the presence of other agents because agents are the main source of uncertainty in our environments.

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 9:45-10:00 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Peter Richerson The cognitive niche versus cultural niche hypotheses: The neurobiological evidence2.3Mf Two important hypotheses compete to explain the human adaptation. The cognitive niche hypothesis proposes that gene-based evolution in the Pleistocene favored the evolution of information rich encapsulated cognitive modules adapted to the regularities of the Pleistocene environment. The cultural niche hypothesis argues that the hallmark of Pleistocene environments was extreme variability on millennial and submillennial time scales and that culture is an adaptation this. These hypotheses have very different implications for how the human mind/brain would work. Some neurobiologists for some time have argued that the cerebral cortex has to operate as an organ of phenotypic flexibility and that genes specify, in any detail, only the ancient emotional and vegetative parts of the brain. Recent neurobiological advances support this latter picture of cortical function. The ancient but rather generalized appetites and emotions provide the selective forces on the developmental time scale that also act as forces on the cultural evolutionary time scale. These advances tend to support the cultural niche hypothesis and are not consistent with the cognitive niche alternative.

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 10:00-10:15 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Angela Chira Beyond WEIRD dogs - Cultural Differences In Dog Human Interactions 2.3Mg Introduction: Dogs show an extraordinaire capacity to understand, communicate, and cooperate with us. However, what we know about the social-cognitive skills of dogs comes from observations and experiments performed in WEIRD societies. Around the world though, dogs are kept for various functions, they are perceived and treated differently, suggesting cross-cultural diversity in the strength of dog-human relationships, and perhaps departures from the ‘typical’ suite of skills dogs are thought to possess. Materials & Methods: Here we address these issues by collecting data on the function and perception of dogs in 124 globally distributed societies using the eHRAF cross-cultural database. We hypothesize that dog-human relationships will be closer in societies where dog functions require intense cooperation between dogs and humans, i.e., hunting and herding versus guarding, defense, and carry animals. We characterize close dog-human relationships as increased primary caregiving (or positive care), decreased negative treatment, and an increased extent to which dogs are viewed as friends or kin. Results & Discussion: The number of functions dogs perform associates with closer dog-human relationships. Further, the presence of herding (and to a lesser extent, guarding herds, and carry roles) increases the odds of positive care given to dogs, while using dogs for hunting is linked with higher odds of dogs being treated akin to a person. These findings support the idea of cross-cultural variation in dog-human relationships and show how the strength of our bond with dogs can be linked with the function dogs fill in societies. The results are a first step towards challenging the notion that all dogs are the same, and fuel questions about the universality of cognitive and social skills we commonly associate with our canine friends.

Sept_23 Morning 2.3 10:15-10:30 Biocultural social sciences 2 Session talk Alberto Micheletti Sibling competition and dispersal drive sex differences in religious celibacy 2.3Mh Introduction: Most major world religions require at least some of their practitioners to commit to lifelong celibacy. A recent evolutionary model has suggested that inducing a son to become a monk can be adaptive if it increases his brothers’ reproductive success and a sociodemographic study has shown that this is the case in a Tibetan Buddhist population. However, female celibates are present in other religions and parts of the world, and it remains unclear what might drive differences in their frequency relative to male celibates. Approach: Here, we develop an evolutionary, inclusive fitness model of the coevolution of male and female lifelong celibacy. Results: We find that the frequency of monks and nuns can be influenced by how parental resources are shared among offspring and how siblings compete for them. More monks than nuns are favoured when competition is more intense between brothers than sisters, that is when resources are more important for male than female reproductive success (bride price societies). The opposite is true when competition is more intense between sisters (dowry societies). We also find a role for the extent to which brothers and sisters compete for the same pool of resources, which is influenced by cultural inheritance rules and whether wealth is mainly immovable (land) or movable (money, cattle). Moreover, the sex that disperses less is favoured to have more celibates. Discussion: These results can help us explain observed differences in the frequency of monks and nuns in societies with different marriage systems, inheritance rules and post-marital residence rules.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 8:30-10:45 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Chair: Olivier Morin Preben Hornungstuen

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 8:30-8:45 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Session talk Israel Eruchimovitch On the Coevolution of Individualism and Institutions 2.4Ma To unravel the roots of the relationship between the Individualism-Collectivism dimension of culture (IC) and market-supporting institutions, we develop a micro-founded model in which the two interact and coevolve. IC and institutions are related indirectly, via social organization: Individuals settle either in the Market, an individualistic, interest-based organization, or in the Clan, a collectivistic, kinship-based organization. In a static model, the size of the Market positively depends on the strength of individualistic inclinations and on the quality of market-supporting institutions. In a dynamic model, where IC and institutions are endogenous, there exist up to two stable steady states, one with a predominately individualistic culture, high institutional quality and a large Market, and one with a completely collectivistic culture, no institutions and a desolate Market. The convergence to each steady state depends on initial conditions of IC. We conclude that contemporary IC and institutions exhibit path dependence and are thus related to the historical conditions in each region. Using institutional and historical data, we provide empirical evidence in support of our model. In addition, we apply the model to a specific historical case: the cultural and institutional divergence between China and Europe.
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Sept_23 Morning 2.4 8:45-9:00 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Session talk Maria Barrera POPULATION ECOLOGY IN ARCHAEOLOGY: AN APPROACH TO THE NEOLITHIC OF DEHESILLA CAVE, SOUTHERN IBERIAN PENINSULA.2.4Mb The study of lithic assemblages enables an approximated knowledge about the economic activities of past populations. Here, lithic tools from Dehesilla cave are examined alongside the remains of organic resources, such as the remains of fauna, seeds and fruits to achieve a reconstruction of the production patterns documented in the Southern Iberian Peninsula throughout the entire Neolithic period. While direct and indirect gradient analysis are carried out to allow detection of patterns between the different Neolithic periods, diversity analysis is useful to generate some information about variability of environmental exploitation strategies. Results show a significant increase in volume of the vegetable resources in the Middle Neolithic A (MNA), when the naked wheat (Triticum aestivum-durum) predominates, in addition to a differential replication of tools related to vegetal and landscape transformation activities. In conclusion, the analyses suggest a change in the subsistence patterns in the MNA (ca. 4800-4500 cal BC) in opposition to the previous Early Neolithic period, which is characterized by a mixed and more diverse economy (livestock and agriculture), such as a more diverse assemblage of lithic tools.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 9:00-9:15 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Session talk Andrew Buskell Cultural Lineages and Rank Freedom 2.4Mc The terms “culture” and “cultural group” admit several readings. A prevalent one takes them to be sortals: terms that pick out countable entities. I’ll call such countable entities sortal cultures. Sortal cultural are frequently used in policy, jurisprudence, and empirical work. These are entities usually picked out with national or ethnic labels, like “the Basque” or “the Kwakwaka’waka”. Because they facilitate counting, sortals require two criteria: one for identifying the entities at stake (a criterion of application) and another that tracks their existence over time (a criterion of identity). 

Recently, philosophers have fleshed out these criteria by analogy to the phylogenetic account of species. Identifying similarities, these authors suggest sortal cultures should be underpinned by a similar metaphysical picture: relational essentialism. This, I’ll suggest, is sensible—but doesn’t fully specify the criteria needed. Further pursuing the analogy between species and culture puts pressure on current accounts, and suggests four possible routes forward: to (i) merely use the analogy instrumentally; (ii) adopt analogize a different species concept; (iii) abandon the idea that cultures are lineages, or; (iv) adopt a “rank-free” account of culture. I’ll close by highlighting the novelty—and plausibility—of (iv), that cultures should be understood as “rank-free” entities.
Sept_23 Morning 2.4 9:15-9:30 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Session talk Cedric Perret Modelling the role of migration and geographical distribution of resources on the evolution of inequality in socio-political systems2.4Md Anthropologists & archaeologists have argued that the geographical distribution of resources and barriers to dispersal can affect that the degree of inequality, e.g. mountains may limit the possibility for subordinates to run away from despots. These ideas share parallels with models from evolutionary ecology, however formals models of this process have been relatively rare and the role of dispersal and migration as a levelling mechanism in human systems is still unclear. Here we describe a model based on the reproductive skew framework, and explore the concurrent evolution of inequality in many connected groups. We use both simulations and analytical approaches to examine the role of different factors.

Our results show that (i) cost of migration, even low, can lead to high inequality, (ii) migration reduces inequality not directly but by interacting with other processes affecting inequality and (iii ) that defining circumscribed groups requires careful consideration.
Finally, we discuss what these results suggest for real-world test of the territorial circumscription theory, and how they highlight the need for comprehensive models of the evolution of inequality and socio-political organization.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 9:30-9:45 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Session talk Mark Stanford Moralising supernatural punishment and cooperation in 'great' versus 'little' religious traditions: A historical sketch2.4Me Doctrinal religions have frequently been argued to underpin large-scale cooperation. Throughout their history, they have been accompanied by so-called ‘little traditions’: unorthodox religious practices and beliefs at best ignored by orthodoxy, and at worst derided as backward ‘superstitions’. Doctrine frequently claims that in contrast to orthodox ‘great traditions’, such little traditions are amoral, concerned only with the self-interested pursuit of material aims such as curing disease. This paper draws on historical sources to argue the contrary. Not only do little traditions typically carry moral concerns; they engender forms of moralising supernatural punishment (MSP) distinct from those of great traditions. Great traditions tend to propagate MSP beliefs that encourage contributions toward the extended ingroup of coreligionists. Little traditions tend to propagate beliefs enabling cooperation at a smaller scale. Having surveyed the historical evidence, the paper concludes by sketching a theoretical model of how religious traditions might coevolve by virtue of their ability to support cooperation at complementary scales.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 9:45-10:00 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Session talk Sarah Peacey Same-sex competition and sexual conflict expressed through witchcraft accusations2.4Mf Introduction Cultures vary in whether they accuse more men or women of witchcraft (harming others through magic). We investigated why accusations target a specific sex in African Bantu and Bantoid societies. Accusations may be competitive, allowing accusers to access resources that the ‘witch’ could have used. For example, men may target male relatives when competing for wealth to marry; co-wives in polygynous marriages vying for their husband’s investment may accuse other wives.
Materials and Methods Data was coded from ethnographic records. We examined factors predicting whether ‘witches’ were male or female (N = 423) using multilevel logistic regression. 
Results Men commonly accused men: such allegations were frequently between nonrelatives and blood relatives, in disputes over inheritance or property. Accusations of women were often from affinal kin (mostly husbands and co-wives).
Discussion/conclusion Associations between specific relationships and situations and the sex of accused witches suggest how ‘phenotypes’ may develop within societies. The results are broadly consistent with evolutionary patterns of conflict and competition.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 10:00-10:05 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Lightning talk Yakov Pichkar Cultural reinforcement of genetic boundaries in England 2.4Mg Introduction: Human culture is both a bearer of history and an active force in it. The history of cultures can resemble that of our genes, but the impact of cultural identity on long-term patterns of human interaction has not been extensively researched. We leverage increasingly available genetic and cultural databases to explore how culture has shaped populations in Great Britain. Approach: We used the Survey of English Dialects to produce a map of linguistic variation, a type of cultural variation. From the genetic data collected for the People of the British Isles project, we reconstruct previously found genetic clustering (Leslie et al. 2015). Using the genetic variation within and between clusters, we measured whether genetic variation coincides with dialect borders. Results: We find that these patterns are strongest in areas with larger cultural divides–near Scotland and Wales–but correlations also exist closer to the center of England. Conclusions: These patterns suggest that cultural boundaries have shaped people’s preferences for movement and marriage over the last millennium, and that cultural identity may contribute to establishing genetic differentiation in a region.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 10:05-10:10 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Lightning talk Marcelo R. Sánchez-Villagra The temporal sequence and global spatial distribution of intentional cranial modification practices2.4Mh Intro: Intentional cranial modification (ICM), the application of materials to the cranium of infants to permanently alter the head shape, has a long history and is found throughout the world. We collated global records of ICM to trace the origin and dispersal of these practices. 
Methods: We collated published records for Central (n=271), South (n=53), and North America (n=54), the Caribbean (n=113), and Eurasia (n=252), recording geographic location (decimal coordinates), ICM type, biological sex, period, and date. The temporal sequence of ICM practice was assessed using spatiotemporal kernel density estimation in R with spatstat and sparr packages. 
Results: Our database comprised 743 records, spanning 40 countries across five regions. We found the highest incidence of ICM throughout the New World and identified clusters of diverse modification types and potential areas of missing data due to sampling bias in the archaeological record.
Discussion: We present a global overview of potential areas and times of diffusion, and cultural convergence. There were probably multiple developments of CM, mirrored also in the different social contexts and modes in which CM has been recorded.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 10:10-10:15 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Lightning talk Gabriel Aguirre-Fernández Blowguns in time and space 2.4Mi The blowgun is a tubular weapon from which a projectile (a pellet or dart) is propelled by the force of human breath. In the Americas, blowguns have archaeological records (as iconographic evidence) in Peru and Mexico, dating back to ca. 500 AD. Ethnographically, the use of blowguns has a wide although discontinuous distribution, present in eastern USA and from southern Mexico to areas in the Amazon. The weapon is most widely used and technologically diverse in the tropical forest of the Amazon and Orinoco basins. Particular attributes of the blowguns have been recognized, their distribution and evolution outlined and potential evolutionary pathways have been discussed in meticulous detail in previous papers. For this project, we assembled, updated and homogenised blowgun data for 141 societies in South America from seminal sources; the dataset was then associated with Glottolog data in order to provide comparisons among language groups and plot their geographic distribution. We are currently collecting new primary data from museum collections and integrating a large unpublished archive curated over the last 60 years by SCJ into our dataset. Our ultimate aim is to provide a systematic analysis of blowgun traits (both quantitative and qualitative) in order to test hypotheses on technological innovation and distribution across the world.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 10:15-10:20 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Lightning talk Václav Hrnčíř Why don't they get drunk? Alcoholic beverages in non-industrial societies 2.4Mj Introduction: Alcohol is the most widely used human psychoactive and mind-altering drug. This is partly because its production is very straightforward: any substance that contains sugar can be converted into alcoholic beverage through the natural process of fermentation. Yet, many societies around the world did not know alcohol or forbade its consumption. Our goal is to discover which cultural and ecological factors can explain why some societies produce alcoholic drinks, while others do not.
Materials & Methods: We coded data for native alcoholic beverages in 186 non-industrial societies (Standard Cross-Cultural Sample). We tested the effect of potentially predictive variables (obtained from D-PLACE) on alcohol production in Bayesian logistic regressions, while accounting for spatial proximity and common ancestry. 
Results & Discussion: Our results confirm the intuitive assumption that the presence of Islamic religion and the absence of fruit trees and cereals cultivation predict the absence of alcohol. Importantly, we also confirm the strong correlation between the presence of alcoholic beverages and cultural complexity, which has been pointed out before but has not yet been empirically tested. The next step will be to uncover the evolutionary dynamics of this relationship.

Sept_23 Morning 2.4 10:20-10:25 Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past 2 Lightning talk Claire White The Dead May Kill You: Do Ancestor Spirit Beliefs Promote Cooperation in Traditional Small-Scale Societies?2.4Mk SOURCE: Forthcoming: White, C., Marin, M. & Fessler, D.M.T. (2022). The Dead May Kill You: Do Ancestor Beliefs Promote Cooperation in Traditional Small-scale Societies? Journal of Cognition and Culture, 22, 294-323. INTRO: There is considerable evidence that beliefs in supernatural punishment decrease self-interested behavior and increase cooperation amongst group members. To date, research has largely focused on beliefs concerning omniscient moralistic gods in large scale societies. While there is an abundance of ethnographic accounts documenting fear of supernatural punishment, there is a dearth of systematic cross-cultural comparative quantitative evidence as to whether belief in supernatural agents with limited powers in small-scale societies also exert these effects. MATERIALS/APPROACH: Here, we present information extracted from the Human Relations Area Files on cultural discourse about the recently deceased, local ancestor spirits, and mortuary practices across 57 representative cultures. RESULTS/FINDINGS: We find evidence that in traditional small-scale societies ancestor spirits are commonly believed to be capable of inflicting harm, with many attendant practices aimed at mitigating this danger. However, such beliefs do not appear to promote cooperation, as ancestor spirits seem to be concerned with interactions between themselves and the living, and to prioritize their own welfare. DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS: Many attendant practices are inconsistent even with bipartite cooperation with ancestors that could be viewed as a model for other relationships. The broader implications of this research for the cultural evolution of religion are discussed.

Sept_23 COFFEE AND POSTERS Stakladen

Sept_23 Morning 2.0 11:15-1200 Keynote 4 Keynote Fiona Jordan It’s All Relative: The Challenge of Reconciling Explanatory Scales 2.0Ma Demonstrating how individual-level cultural transmission scales up to produce population-level social norms is one of cultural evolution’s evergreen challenges. Spoiler: This talk does not solve that challenge. Happily, even small steps towards understanding the interplay between micro and macro scales are useful. I focus my discussion on kinship terminologies, which are the patterns of words that languages have for denoting and referring to family members. Our systems of reckoning relatives vary cross-culturally, and the structural features of these norms persist and recur across the globe. In some languages, siblings are distinguished by age; in others by gender; by both aspects; or not at all. The women I call my ‘aunty’ in one society might be called ‘mother’ in another. I present collaborative work from a team project that explores terminologies as a product of cultural evolutionary processes shaped by cognitive and interactional constraints. Observations from Datooga-speaking children and their families demonstrates the contexts of individual transmission and learning of kinship terms, while phylogenetic analyses explore functional explanations for the persistence of patterned structural systems across languages. Reconciling these scales might be too grandiose an aim, but the effort helps us consider the relationship between language and culture, as well as the status of “shared ancestry” as an explanation.AULA

Sept_23 LUNCH 12:00-1:00

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 1:00-3:15 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Chair: Monica Tamariz Stakladen

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 1:00-1:15 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Session talk Monica Tamariz Associative learning and cultural transmission: We teach to novices the variants we learned from experts, and to peers the variants we learned from other peers!2.1Aa Introduction During our lifetime we typically learn several variants of a given cultural trait, e.g., from family, peers and experts. Social biases affecting which variants are adopted by learners are well-studied. Considerably less is known about influences on the selection of variants for onward transmission by transmitters. This study tests whether a social context congruence effect is in place, i.e., do we tend to transmit to friends behaviours that we learned from friends, to our children behaviours learned from our parents, and to novices behaviours learned from experts? Methods Each of 64 participants learned two cultural variants (methods to solve a puzzle): “E” from an Expert and “P” from a Peer. Then, we

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 1:15-1:30 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Session talk Enock Tieku Appiah On the Development of Grammatical Number 2.1Ab Almost all cultures around the world exploit language resources to construe experiences of phenomena in quantity terms (e.g., cardinals, grammatical number) yet the evolutionary processes underlying the development of grammatical (singular, dual, and trial) and lexical number in language is understudied. This study tests the hypothesis that grammatical number developed from cardinal number through a case study of dual marking in the Para Nyungan language family. Factors that motivate the development of dual grammatical number are examined. Number, as a category of grammar, describes the regular encodings of our experiences of phenomena in exact quantity terms (as singular, dual, trial, paucal and plural values) through morphological, syntactic, and/or phonetic (e.g., tones, clitics) configurations. Beyond grammatical number, the majority of the languages of the world exploit lexical number — such as cardinals (e.g., one, two, three, four) and ordinals (e.g., first, tenth) — for exact quantification. Some studies hypothesise that the dual, trial, and paucal grammatical number values evolve from the cardinal numbers two, three, and four (Corbett, 2000; Aikhenvald, 2018) with evidence from language families (Austronesian and Sino Tibetan) where the number features are often marked. Yet, the crucial role of shared descent in influencing such a development (Macklin & Round, 2022) is not central in these reports since examples are extracted from only a few of the languages that mark these grammatical number features. The hypothesis also assumes that lexical number (specifically, cardinals) evolves prior to grammatical number. The evidence that plurality (Grammatical number) is marked in the 907 sampled languages with lexical numbers (high limit of cardinals) but not the reverse seems to support the conclusion that lexical number precedes the development of grammatical number (Overman, 2021). The evolution of grammatical number and cardinals in languages can however be studied independently. And the results from such independent examination of evolution could shed light on the relation between these two ways of quantifying as well as socio-cultural factors underline their relation. The present study tackles the biases in sampling by focusing on language families where the grammatical number features of interest dominate. The data for the study has been taken from Grambank and Numeralbank, global databases respectively on the grammatical and numeral systems of languages worldwide. The Atlantic Congo dominates (with 222 (52%) of the 425 languages) families marking singular grammatical number on nouns (Grambank). Austronesian dominates (204 languages - 33%) the 616 languages that mark dual grammatical number on pronouns. Pama-Nyungan has the majority of languages marking dual on nouns (25% — 26 of 184 languages). Lastly, the trial grammatical number the least frequently marked grammatical number (8 out of 2,214 languages mark trial number) is dominant in Austronesian (with 4 languages). The study focuses examines the evolutionary time for cardinal numbers and dual marking in the Pama Nyungan language family. The numerals of these languages were extracted from numeralbank. Example 1: Development of dual marking in the Yanyuwa clade LANGUAGE DUAL MARKER CARDINAL TWO SOURCE OF INFLUENCE Yanyuwa _wiya, rri_ Kanymarda, Binary system: 3 = 2 +1, 4 = 2+2 Anyirarra Coordination: marda [Also, too, and] Dual relates to animacy Warluwarra _wiya kutya, guca Borrowed from Yanyuwa Barlarnu _wiya gutyiya, guciya Borrowed from Yanyuwa Yindjilandi _wiya ɡulharra ɡutharra Borrowed from Yanyuwa The results from the preliminary phylogentic reconstruction of cardinals and dual markers in Pama-Nyungan languages shows that (1) cardinals developed first and (2) dual grammatical number developed much latter. The cardinal number two usually grammaticalises as dual in the languages which mark dual number. Socio-cultural practices, including counting practices and objects counted, suggests that the grammaticalisation process is influenced by cultural factors. In other words, the findings shows that the development of dual grammatical number from the cardinal two is motivated by cultural practices. The example (1) shows that the independent development of dual in the Yanyuwa clade was motivated by the binary numeral system, the conception of addition ("Marda" [and] a clip from Kanymarda [two] used as coordinator) and the animate objects that were counted (animacy effect). The remaining languages in the clade borrowed the dual marker from Yanyuwa. The results raises questions about the possibilities for languages to mark grammatical number beyond five given similar sociocultural practices. While the presence of birth order naming seems a positive evidence of such grammatical number development, the feature is less popular in the family for any strong conclusions to be drawn. Moreover, the few instances of quantifying birth order on nouns of the languages, the birth order labels did not exceed the numeral limit of the language family. This preliminary results shows that grammatical number marking in Pama Nyungan develops from cardinal numbers and has implication for the evolution of grammatical number, the cognitive scientific theory of subitizing and the evolution of cardinals.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 1:30-1:45 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Session talk Olivier Morin Communicative salience shapes the emergence and stability of semantic conventions2.1Ac The interpretation of referential messages is biased by communicative salience: some referents are easier to communicate because they come more readily to mind. We explored two aspects of communicative salience, in a referential communication task involving colors. We predicted that lexically focal referents would be communicatively salient, and that the codes used to indicate them would be more stable. We tested these hypotheses with an online gaming app, the Color Game, in which players had to use ambiguous black and white symbols to communicate specific color hues to other players (> 200,000 trials). Focal colors, centrally associated with basic color terms, are easier to communicate than less focal ones. Code stability is contingent on the type of colors conveyed, with participants being more likely to keep using the same symbols when referring to focal colors. Communicative salience impacts the evolution of semantic conventions. These findings bridge the pragmatics of referential communication and the evolution of lexical semantics.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 1:45-2:00 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Session talk Ana Krajinovic From iconic pictures to “grammatical” templates: Modeling the evolution of internet memes2.1Ad Linguistics has shown that the evolution of grammar follows a pattern known as grammaticalization, where structures evolve from more lexical and iconic meanings to more grammatical and abstract meanings. Lack of precise data on language transmission patterns presents an obstacle in understanding the factors that drive this grammaticalization process. In this talk, we argue that multimodal constructions such as internet memes follow a similar evolution pattern, and can thus provide a wealth of data on this phenomenon. We analyze twenty different memes, each consisting of an image macro with or without text. We use the number of browser searches, provided by Google Analytics, as a proxy for the time-dependent transmission rate of each meme. We then collect information on the date, format and semantic change over time of a sample of meme instances shared on Twitter and Reddit. We show that statistically, wider transmission leads to a higher rate of semantic change in the direction of higher abstraction. We also show that the memes go through stages parallel to grammaticalization, such as use in new contexts, semantic bleaching, erosion, and decategorialization, and that these stages follow the same temporal ordering across memes (see our example at https://bit.ly/3a4JFbk). Social networks can therefore provide a valuable lab for the study of communication patterns and language evolution.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 2:00-2:15 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Session talk Chico Camargo Genres, subgenres, and storytelling tropes: a data science approach 2.1Ae # Introduction: Popular media plays a significant role in shaping and reflecting culture and society. In this paper, we investigate patterns in the use of recurring storytelling devices, i.e. common tropes, in popular media. Examples of tropes include the "mad scientist", "villain wearing a dark palette", or even "melancholic song playing during sad moment". Using a database of media tropes, we compare clusters of tropes with actual genre classifications, and study the differences in media through geography and time. # Methods: This study uses a dataset collected from TVTropes, a wiki-format crowdsourced website describing tropes in popular media. We apply approaches from cultural evolution along with data science methods such as topic modelling, sentence embedding, and stochastic block models, to simultaneously cluster tropes and the works they feature in. # Results & Discussion: We show the applicability of the nonparametric stochastic block model-based topic model topSBM to identify a hierarchy of genres and subgenres, as well a hierarchy of storytelling tropes present in the data over time. We end by discussing the strengths and limitations of machine learning in cultural evolution.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 2:15-2:30 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Session talk Niklas Erben Johansson Vocal iconicity in nominal classification: How semantic properties can influence linguistic structure2.1Af Intuitive, iconic associations between sound and meaning in grammaticalized linguistic units are poorly understood. Relatedly, the grammatical classification of nouns cross-linguistically involves semantic categories, e.g. sex, animacy and physical properties, which are usually iconic. This study investigates vocal iconicity in nominal classification systems in half of the world’s language families, consisting of 210 non-agreeing (e.g. classifier) and 151 agreeing (e.g. grammatical gender) systems. By analyzing the semantic scopes of the nominal classes and contained speech sounds through Bayesian mixed models, we assessed which sounds were overrepresented in which class meanings. The strongest overrepresentations were found in shape and size categories, but iconic effects were restricted to non-agreeing systems. Consequently, vocal iconicity is present on a grammatical level cross-linguistically, but only in semantically transparent nominal classes. These results indicate that the fundamental semantic properties of nouns can iconically influence how linguistic structure develops over time and help explain how language users categorize and conceptualize the world.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 2:30-2:45 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Session talk Catherine Sheard Social practice and physical environment shape Pama-Nyungan kinship macroevolution, but not into stable typologies2.1Ag Introduction: Human kinship systems, or how different cultural groups use language to classify family members, show remarkable global diversity, but they also seem to be constrained by social and cognitive limits. It is common within anthropology, for example, for kinship systems to be categorised into a mere six typologies, based on a few axes of variation in cousin terms. Despite the importance of kinship in structuring human society, however, there has been little work examining the cross-cultural drivers of, and constraints on, this diversity, and most of this scholarship has been limited to a handful of well-documented language families. Materials and Methods: Here, we present a survey of kinship systems in 71 Pama-Nyungan languages, representing all major branches of the largest Australian language family. We first describe the macroevolutionary dynamics of Pama-Nyungan kinship and test for evidence of stable kinship typologies. We then test hypotheses related to how social practice and spatial variables shape kinship systems. Results: We find only weak support for any clustering of languages by kinship system or for specific holes within the observed volume of kinship space, instead demonstrating that these ethnolinguistic groups’ kinship systems have evolved steadily over the past ~ 6,000 years. We find that community marriage norms, but not post-marital residency, correlate with kinship system. Furthermore, though we find evidence of spatial autocorrelation in the data above and beyond the effect of shared phylogenetic history, we find that spatial similarity in kinship systems is better explained by a correlation between kinship and the physical environment.  Conclusions: By applying modern phylogenetic comparative methods to the study of language-culture coevolution, we thus demonstrate the importance of moving beyond traditional typological comparisons in the study of kinship, as well as caution against assuming the universal applicability of cultural evolution trends across all geographic and linguistic contexts.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.1 2:45-2:50 Evolutionary analyses in language and literature lightening talk Kevin Hong Persuading the Emperors: A Quantitative Historical Analysis of Political Rhetoric in Traditional China2.1Ah Introduction: The study of rhetoric and argumentation has a long history in the western intellectual tradition, yet relatively less attention has been paid to its relationship between other cognitive themes such as reasoning and epistemology, as well as cultural and historical variation in persuasion practices in non-western contexts. Methods: We used keyword searches to identify persuasion episodes (763 total) in the official dynastic histories in China to systematically examine various rhetorical/argumentation strategies (e.g., argument by analogy, argument by authority, etc.) used in the past two millennia. Results: We found that early dynasties tend to have higher recorded persuasion success with the notable exception of the Ming dynasty, and there appears to be a temporal decline in the frequency in rhetorical strategies associated with persuasion failures (e.g., analogy and the use of auspicious/inauspicious signs). Conclusion: We found some support for adaptive cultural change in the type of arguments that people use. This study highlights the possibility of using rhetoric/argumentation as a tool to investigate reasoning and epistemology, as well as testing cultural evolutionary hypothesis using historical data. 

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:00-3:15 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Chair: Helena Miton Preben Hornungstuen

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:00-1:05 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Lightning talk Matej Kriznar Can cultural phylogenies accurately capture spatially explicit demographic scenarios?2.2Aa INTRODUCTION: Phylogenetic methods are used for the reconstruction of historical relationships between cultural lineages. These methods, designed for biological evolution, assume traits can only be transferred via inheritance. Little work has been done to determine how the introduction of horizontal transmission, potentially ubiquitous in cultural evolution, affects their accuracy. OBJECTIVE: In this study we tested the robustness of phylogenetic methods when applied to a demographic process with horizontal transmission of traits between groups. APPROACH: We generated synthetic population histories represented as phylogenetic trees. We then simulated variant data on the trees, sampled the terminal nodes and used standard phylogenetic reconstruction methods to construct best fitting trees from the leaf data. We assessed the accuracy of the phylogenetic reconstruction as the distance between the best fitting tree and the ‘true’ tree representation of the demographic history. FINDINGS: Phylogenetic methods are reliable only when the borrowing is constrained to groups with a recent common ancestor. In addition, borrowing can be constrained by either shared ancestry or spatial proximity, leading to significantly divergent inferred trees. CONCLUSION: Preliminary results suggest that the introduction of demographic complexity, including extinction of groups and horizontal transmission events, significantly decreases the accuracy of phylogenetic inference.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:05-1:10 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Lightning talk Sven Kasser Unravelling gene-culture coevolution in the Pacific 2.2Ab Objective: Gene-culture coevolution (GCC) theory routinely predicts interactions between cultural and genetic variation that should emerge through empirical analyses, yet evidence for such associations remains sparse. By adapting tools that quantify ecological drivers of population genetic structure, we explore potential cultural drivers of human genetic variation across Oceania to evaluate the extent of GCC. Methods: To quantify genetic variation, we use high-density SNP data from 682 Oceanian individuals across 48 island populations from the Oceanian Genome Variation Project. We use local ancestry inference to extract relevant genetic variation, estimating allele frequencies in the ancestral Polynesian component of these modern admixed populations. We then analyse these frequencies using GESTE, a Bayesian procedure to estimate the influence of environmental factors on population genetic structure. For the present analysis, cultural and ecological factors relating to kinship practices, island type and climate are drawn from relevant cross-cultural datasets.cResults: We will present results on associations between cultural factors and genetic structure. Discussion: We will discuss the results in the context of recent work on how culture may shape genetic variation beyond classic examples of GCC, and whether landscape ecology represents a useful analogy for quantifying GCC.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:10-1:15 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Lightning talk Luke Matthews Rapid cultural evolution of current event narratives 2.2Ac Introduction: Shared understandings of current events are crucial to any functional modern society but common understandings even about factual elements of “what happened” during an event are frequently and hotly contested. Methods: We applied cultural consensus analysis (CCA) and cluster analysis to hundreds of thematically coded journalistic articles from a 2019 air skirmish between India and Pakistan. We applied these methods longitudinally to test alternative hypotheses that either narrative consensus about factual elements increased or decreased over time. Results: Consensus about factual elements of the 2019 air skirmish decreased over a two month period as the narrative diverged into two increasingly thematically distinct clusters. Conclusions: At least regarding the 2019 India-Pakistan air skirmish, journalistic articles decreased in consensus about facts over time. If these results generalize, then media companies might improve shared understandings by repeating articles from closer in time to actual events, as these articles show greater potential for narratives reflecting factual consensus.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:15-1:20 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Lightning talk Alexandre Bluet Impact of technical reasoning, theory of mind and population size on cumulative technological culture: insights from a model of micro-societies2.2Ad INTRODUCTION: Our technologies have never ceased to evolve, allowing our lineage to expand its habitat all over the Earth, and even to explore space. This phenomenon, called cumulative technological culture (CTC), has been studied extensively, notably using mathematical and computational models. One main factor that has received extensive attention is demography, and more precisely population size. However, the cognitive capacities needed for the emergence and maintenance of CTC remain largely unknown. In the literature, the focus is put on the distinctive ability of humans to imitate, with an emphasis on our unique social skills underlying it, namely theory of mind (ToM). A recent alternative view, called the technical-reasoning hypothesis, proposes that our unique ability to understand the physical world (i.e., technical reasoning; TR) might also play a critical role in CTC. Here, we propose a simple model that focuses on micro-societies experiments. Classically, we observe three forms of social learning in this literature: reverse-engineering (RE) where only the technology is present; observation (OBS) where a receiver witnesses a demonstration of the building of the technology by a sender; and communication (COM) with verbal interaction between a receiver and a sender. Thus, our model will implement these three social learning. Our model is composed of a simple environment with only one technology transmitted between generations of individuals. These individuals have two cognitive skills: ToM and TR, and can learn using the aforementioned different social-learning conditions. Their goal is to improve as much as possible the technology. Afterwards, we extend this model to include multiple chains of transmission in order to assess the effect of population size on CTC. OBJECTIVES: To model the transmission of technical information between two individuals in a micro-society. Mainly, we intend to investigate the role of ToM and TR in the social-learning conditions found in the micro-society literature. Another goal of this model is to replicate and solidify the results of said literature. Finally, we intend to test our model on a population scale. This allows us to test the different hypotheses of the impact of population size on CTC. APPROACH: In our model, we assume an environment composed of a single technology. We further assume that this technology can be decomposed into components, called traits. For example, if the technology represents a vehicle, traits represent the wheels, the seating, the steering wheel, etc. In each generation, an individual appears in the environment. This individual has a set of knowledge (named cog) for each technology’s trait, and two cognitive skills, namely TR and ToM. First, the individual learns from previous generations using one of three social-learning forms (RE, OBS, COM) to improve its cogs. This learning phase depends on its cognitive skills (TR and ToM; depending on the social-learning form). Afterwards, the individual tries to improve the technology by refining its traits. Refining the technology’s trait equals increasing its quality. Subsequently, the individual might have an opportunity to innovate, which is equivalent to adding a new trait to the technology in our model. This opportunity comes with a fixed probability, and the individual needs to cease it either by having a good enough technology or by being himself a quite advanced individual compared to its environment. Finally, the individual disappears from the environment and is replaced by a new one. This process is repeated for N generations (N = 1000 if not stated otherwise), thus creating transmission chains. In the extension of our model, we run multiple transmission chains at the same time. Each chain has its technology and individual, the latter of which can learn from conspecifics in other transmission chains. This emulates a fully connected population of individuals. It is important to note that we assume that innovations are transmission through social learning, meaning that an individual will bring back through learning the innovation from another transmission chain. RESULTS: In our model, all three social learning forms yield CTC in the form of exponential growth of technology’s quality. However, both RE and OBS produce lower technology quality than COM, the former both having very similar behaviours and results, which agrees with classical results of the literature on transmission chains, where RE has the lowest technology quality, closely followed by OBS and then well ahead COM. When comparing model of COM with and without ToM, we see little difference between the two, demonstrating a limited impact of ToM. Further analyses indicate that ToM has an impact only during the first generations, indicating that its effect may be to accelerate the acquisition of an optimal technology. When we add multiple transmission chains, we observe an effect of population size on CTC. This effect is weaker the greater the population size, hinting at a higher impact of adding individuals for a smaller population size. Further analysis showed that our model is driven by the frequency of innovation, thus explaining this result. Indeed, adding individuals is equal to adding potential innovators. However, we observe that once population size reaches a certain threshold, adding more individuals does not bring more innovation because there are already enough innovators. DISCUSSION: Our model results are in accordance with the transmission-chain literature, where communication conditions often outperform non-communication ones. This both strengthen the result of said literature and validate our model. Furthermore, we observe exponential growth of technology’s quality, something that is also observed in our cultural evolutionary history (Lehman, 1947). We posit that this exponential growth is due to a snowball effect: an increase in technology’s quality is accompanied by an increase in the understanding of this technology, thus increasing in return the capacity of the individual to increase the technology’s quality and so on. This snowball effect occurs because TR supports both the transmission of information and the modification of the technology. This effect of both the understanding and the technology’s quality improving together is something that we have already shown in a recent study using transmission chains, where an increase in the speed at which a wheel rolls down an axis is correlated to the increase in the understanding of how mass repartition affects this movement. Our results show that ToM has little to no impact on CTC. This seems surprising because ToM can only impact learning positively in our model. However, further analysis showed that ToM has an impact early on in our model, acting as a catalyst for the first burst of increases in technology’s quality. In this regard, we consider the impact of ToM as a launching pad for the snowball effect described earlier, being neither necessary nor sufficient for the emergence of a CTC. When applied to the scale of a population, our model shows interesting and well-known results. Indeed, a larger population size has been extensively linked to an increase in CTC and this effect has also been linked to the frequency of innovation. These are encouraging results, and in the future, we intend to further extend our model to implement other aspects of demography that have been shown to have an impact on CTC, such as population structure and dissemination of knowledge.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:20-1:25 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Lightning talk Richard Berl Toward a predictive science of cultural evolution for decision-making in natural resource management and conservation2.2Ae INTRODUCTION: In the United States, the decision-making processes used to manage and conserve our lands, waters, and wildlife are intended to maintain healthy ecosystem function and sustainable populations into the future. A central problem lies in developing anticipatory policy that accounts for future changes, for example those due to climate change. However, temporal differences across sociocultural dimensions are rarely considered, even though human behavior is a driving force behind environmental change. APPROACH: Theory from cultural evolution, based in an understanding of the dynamics of cultural transmission and culture change, can be used to develop critical predictive decision support tools. FINDINGS: We provide an example from waterfowl harvest management on the implications of integrating the cultural dynamics of hunters into decision-making, demonstrating the potential impacts of hunter dynamics on the optimization process for setting harvest regulations. DISCUSSION: Integrating cultural evolution into conservation decision-making can enhance the capacity to make informed predictions about integrated socio-ecological systems and improve conservation outcomes.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:25-1:40 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Session talk Natalia Fedorova Strategic investments in housing in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 2.2Af Introduction: Shelter is a key human technology, and varies extensively throughout the ethnographic record. Like other technologies, human investment in shelter is strategic and has consequences for the evolution of settlement landscapes. We present findings from a household study of the drivers of building behaviour in the ger districts of Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. Methods: We formulate a Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) optimality model to generate non-null predictions about building behaviour. With the use of Approximate Bayesian Computation we compare simulated model outputs with empirical data and select parameter combinations that can generate the observed data. Results: The SDP model allows us to explicitly interrogate trade-offs between saving and building through time. Preliminary results suggest that the dynamics of saving influence the time horizon and extent of building, through changes in family composition. Conclusion: Human decisions are always balancing trade-offs, which are difficult to access with traditional analysis methods. We hope that through the robust comparison of empirical work to simulated non-null predictions we take productive steps to understanding human landscape investments.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:40-1:55 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Session talk Mason Youngblood Distinctiveness, copying, and complexity in the cultural evolution of cattle brands2.2Ag Cattle brands (ownership marks left on animals) may be subject to forces influencing other graphic codes: the copying of constituent parts, pressure for distinctiveness (e.g. to distinguish a mark from its nearest neighbors), and pressure for complexity (e.g. to be harder to fake). The historical record of cattle brands in some US states is complete due to legal registration, providing a unique opportunity to assess how sampling processes leading to time- and space-averaging influence our ability to make inferences from limited datasets in fields like archaeology. In this preregistered study, we used a dataset of ~81,000 Kansas cattle brands (1990-2016) to explore two questions: (1) the relative influence of copying, distinctiveness, and complexity, and (2) the effects of time- and space- averaging on statistical signals. By conducting generative inference with an agent-based model, we found that the patterns in our data are consistent with random copying and pressure for intermediate complexity. In addition, by comparing mixed and structured datasets, we found that these statistical signals of random copying are robust to, and possibly boosted by, time- and space-averaging.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 1:55-2:10 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Session talk Dominik Deffner Selective social learning in collective foraging 2.2Ah Introduction: A fundamental challenge in collective problem solving is the dynamic integration of individual and social information. Previous theory has shown that social learning needs to be selective in order to be adaptive, yet it is still largely unknown how agents collectively negotiate this balance. Methods: We investigate these trade-offs in the context of collective foraging (collecting spatially distributed resources) and present novel agent-based simulations and human foraging experiments in a virtual world. This immersive environment creates a natural trade-off between individual search and social learning and provides spatial trajectories as well as visual field data that we analyze through Bayesian computational modeling. Results: Simulation results show how different amounts of social learning maximize collective returns depending on the structure of the environment and visual constraints. Experiments revealed that people copy selectively and can adapt social learning to the demands of the physical and social environment. Discussion: Our results shed new light on how groups collectively adapt to the demands of the environment through exploration and selective imitation.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 2:10-2:25 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Session talk Paul Smaldino Maintaining transient diversity is a general principle for improving collective problem solving2.2Ai Transient diversity in a cooperative group involves the maintenance of diverse solutions while the group attempts to reach a consensus. I argue that any mechanism that slows diffusion and delays consensus will increase the quality of solution at the cost of increased time to reach it. I further argue that this is a general principle analogous to the role of positive assortment in the evolution of cooperation. Several processes facilitate the evolution of cooperation—kin selection, direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, group structure, partner choice—but all these do so by directing the benefits of cooperation toward cooperative individuals. I review specific mechanisms that facilitate transient diversity, synthesizing evidence from both empirical studies and diverse formal models—multi-armed bandits, NK landscapes, cultural attractors, cumulative innovation models, and evolutionary transmission models—to support my argument. Apparent exceptions this principle occur only when problems are sufficiently simple that they can be solved by mere trial and error. This work has implications for the cultural evolution of teams, population structures, and the accumulation of innovations.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 2:25-2:40 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Session talk Aaron Lightner Supernatural theories of disease: Useful falsehoods in a market for specialists2.2Aj Religious specialists invoke the supernatural while healing illnesses. We investigated such specialists in two studies. Study 1 analyzed medicinal specialists in 47 cultures in the Human Relations Area Files. We found specialists with supernatural theories in 74% of texts, often fulfilling practical, transactional roles for a clientele whose patronage hinges on expectations of efficacious treatment. Study 2 interviewed Tanzanian Maasai medicinal specialists and their clientele (N=84). We found that in the event of illness clients mainly selected specialists based on efficacy and religious identity. Participants also explained how medicinal plants work with highly abstract concepts that were not conspicuously supernatural. We review these findings and propose that, in many cases, (1) supernatural theories of disease are useful, abstract falsehoods that help explain complex and uncertain processes, such as illness; (2) specialists use these falsehoods to assist their clientele in a mutually beneficial exchange of services for resources; and (3) “religious” clients defer to specialists in a market, where patronage is conditional on effective solutions to uncertain and serious problems.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.2 2:40-2:55 Tools and toolkits of the cultural evolutionary trade Session talk Quentin Atkinson Global language diversification rates are linked to socio-ecology and extinction risk2.2Ak Introduction: Since Darwin it has been recognized that global linguistic diversity is the product of millennia of cultural evolution. Over half of the world’s ~6-7000 languages are now threatened with extinction, yet we know little about the drivers of language diversification or its relationship to language threat. Methods: Here, we use Bayesian phylogenetic inference techniques to generate a supertree of all extant human languages that integrates prior knowledge and uncertainty about linguistic diversification around the globe. Results: We show that lower diversification rates (and hence higher evolutionary distinctness) are linked to very high or low population density and landscape traversability, as well as to cultures that are reliant on foraging and lack political links beyond the local community. Evolutionary distinctness is also associated with greater extinction risk. Conclusions: Our findings provide insight into the forces shaping language evolution, indicate more of the evolutionary history of languages is at risk than expected under a random threat distribution, and provide cross-cultural researchers with a supertree or the world’s languages.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Chair: Kristin Andrews & Thibaud Gruber Mogens Zielerstuen

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Kristin Andrews Theoretical angles on framing and identifying norms in nonhuman taxa 2.3Aa As one of the two moderators, I will predominantly lead the theoretical discussion of what are social norms and how could they be identified in animals. I come from the perspective that rather than focusing on some cognitive mechanism that is taken to be necessary for having normativity, investigations into social norms should focus on community level patterns that are supported by social maintenance—positive and negative reinforcement by community members.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Thibaud Gruber Affect and emotion in (nonhuman) culture 2.3Ab As one of the two moderators, I will principally lead the discussion on the cultural aspects of norms. On my view, the affective layer is fundamental, as it colors any cultural experience a young primate may have with the culture in place where she is born. It also underlies the emotional reactions tied to norms, which is the focus of this roundtable.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Lucy Aplin Social networks in animal culture 2.3Ac Most work on normative behaviour in non-human animals has focused on primate species. However, several other animal groups (e.g. parrots, corvids, cetaceans) exhibit similar cognitive complexity, and capable of social learning, and have complex social systems. Do we expect that social norms are also present across these species, and if not, why not? Could definitional issues have led to an ‘under identification’ in non-primate species?

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Simon Fitzpatrick Uniqueness of normativity to humans, and disciplinary origins of this perspective?2.3Ad Most researchers in moral psychology and cultural evolution circles seem to assume that social norms and normative cognition evolved uniquely in the human lineage. What motivates that assumption, especially given that only a handful of empirical studies have tried to address the question of nonhuman normativity directly, with mixed results? What theoretical assumptions about human evolution and uniqueness are at stake here?

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Rachel Harrison Transmission biases (conformity and prestige) and enforcements (punishments or payoffs) in non-human species?2.3Ae As a researcher who primarily works on social learning strategies, I am interested in discussing how (or whether) norms connect to strategies such as conformity and prestige bias – when and from whom are norms learned? From the perspective of social conformity, we have been particularly interested in the behaviour of dispersing individuals – could these individuals provide an avenue for investigating norms in non-human species, and could any social conformity we may observe in them also be referred to as normative behaviour? Finally, do norms require explicit punishment for individuals who do not perform them, or is the potential cost of reduced social integration or ostracism sufficient?

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Daniel Kelly Evolutionary pathways to norms alternative to conformity in nonhuman taxa?2.3Af How should we think about the relationship between normativity and conformity? In humans, there’s a plausible case that the evolutionary pathway to normativity ran through conformity. That is, that our abilities to “do norms” are built on, or are an outgrowth of, our abilities for imitation and over-imitation. How solid is the case for this general idea? Assuming it’s on the right track, are their other evolutionary pathways to normativity that do not run through or are not related to conformity in the same way? Might non-human animals evolve capacities for social norms even if they had not (also? first?) evolved the abilities to imitate and conform? Eusocial insect, maybe? How would that work? What is the character of the adaptive challenges and selective regime that would push different species with different evolutionary histories and cognitive/behavioral toolkits to converge on the adaptations exhibit the key features of normativity, and how are they similar to and different from those that selected for capacities for conformity and imitation?

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Taylor Hersh Defintions and operationalizations of criteria for observing norms in non-human species?2.3Ag Social norms were raised early on in the ‘animal culture wars’ as a factor that likely distinguishes human and nonhuman culture. Many such distinguishing factors have been contested over the years (e.g. cumulative culture) but the field has remained relatively mute about the question of social norms. We do, however, see apparently arbitrary or non-functional traditions in nonhumans and it will be useful to define and operationalise required criteria for documenting (or not) such cases as social norms.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Richard Moore No evidence of normative cognition in non-human great apes? 2.3Ah Moore will argue that even when only modest cognitive abilities are thought necessary for norm cognition, there is currently no compelling evidence of normative cognition in non-human great apes. This cognitive trait therefore seems to be a distinctive point of discontinuity between the minds of humans and our most closely related primate relatives.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Jordan Theriault Norms from the perspective of (cognitive/mental) control? 2.3Ai What are we talking about when we talk about social norms in animals? Behavioral patterns (and how to identify prohibitions, changing norms); Cognitive capacities (concepts like "ought", shared intentionality, affective states, etc.); Forms of social maintenance (punishment, pedagogy, etc). I think it’s useful to look at norms from the perspective of control. If we think about the brain as an organ for regulating (i.e., exercising control) over a complicated body and its interactions with a changing world, then social norms can identify some common pathways that organisms converge on for controlling the behavior of conspecifics. This gives us some room to think about how memory, abstraction, or other cognitive abilities help elaborate from this baseline and develop more complex strategies for regulating a social environment. In the end, we might even find that the concept of norms—as rules or regularities with particular content—might be less useful than thinking about the regulatory purpose that social behavior can serve.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.3 1:00-3:15 Evolving social norms across species (Roundtable) Round table Andy Whiten Conformity to social norms in non-verbal animals? 2.3Aj Should we be discriminating different forms of ‘conformity to social norms’ and if so what distinctions might be significant? Can we operationalize ‘conformity to social norms’ in nonverbal animals, and if so, how?

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4a 1:00-2:00 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law 2 Chair: Monique Borgerhoff Mulder Richard Mortensenstuen

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 1:00-1:05 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law lightening talk Jan Antfolk Norms of Fairness: Inclusive Fitness or Reciprocal Altruism Does not Explain Advantageous Inequity Aversion2.4Aa Introduction: Advantageous inequity aversion (i.e., the tendency to respond negatively to unfairness that benefits oneself) usually develops in 6–8-year-olds. However, little is known about the biological and cultural selection of this phenomenon. Materials and Methods: Using data collected from 120 4–8-year-old Finnish children, we tested two evolutionary explanations for the development of advantageous inequity aversion: reciprocal altruism (i.e., benefiting from sharing when the roles are likely reversed in the future) and inclusive fitness (i.e., benefiting from sharing with biological relatives that carry the same alleles). We asked children to distribute five erasers between themselves, a sibling, a friend, and a stranger. That is, an equal distribution was only possible if throwing away one eraser. Results: We found no support for advantageous inequity aversion being shaped by either inclusive fitness or reciprocal altruism. Participants did not show a preference for biological relatives or friends. Rather their behavior reflected a more general tendency for fairness. Discussion: It is possible that adherence to social norms to avoid negative consequences as explains the development of advantageous inequity aversion. 

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 1:05-1:10 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law lightening talk Eric Schnell Competing Scales of Indirect Reciprocity 2.4Ab Individuals belong to many different cultural-groups which sometimes have competing interests. For example, one’s company may require frequent flights, which competes with environmental commitments at a larger-scale of cooperation. As such, individuals may be required to choose to cooperate with some groups at the expense of the others. We analytically model cooperation supported by indirect reciprocity with individuals who belong to both a small-scale, local group embedded within a larger-scale, global group. To model cooperation occurring simultaneously at different scales, we extend previous work (Panchanathan & Boyd, 2004) modelling cooperation in a mutual-aid game (MAG) conditional upon cooperation in a previous public goods game (PGG). In our extension, individuals can contribute to either a larger, global PGG or a smaller, local PGG with multipliers adjusted to create competing interests. Individuals then play a MAG amongst their local group. The model shows that by manipulating the multipliers of each PGG, these competing scales can undermine one another. This suggests that indirect reciprocity can maintain cooperation within one cultural-group, while leading to defection among groups with competing interests. 

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 1:10-1:25 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk Monique Borgerhoff Mulder How Institutions Persist: Analyses of a REDD+ Programme on Pemba Island, Zanzibar2.4Ac Introduction: The conditions responsible for the uptake, spread and decay of institutions lie at the heart of cultural evolutionary theorizing. Conservation interventions provide “natural experiments” to explore such dynamics. We use a failed Reduced Emissions from Deforestation & Land Degradation (REDD+) project in Zanzibar to explore two questions. How do institutions introduced by REDD+ continue to spread across the island, despite the absence of carbon payments? Second, has exposure to REDD+ influenced residents' willingness to participate in future payment for ecosystem schemes? Methods: We use interviews with community leader interviews and Willingness To Accept (WTA) data at a community and individual level to investigate how exposure to programming affects future willingness, and how various traits (age, gender, time preferences, wealth, conservation committee membership and forest dependence) moderate the effect. Results: We show that (1) externally-seeded institutional interventions can accrete their own momentum and spread, despite the absence of payments, and (2) exposure to even a failed REDD+ programme encourages future participation in conservation among some demographics. As a Conclusion, we highlight the relevance of cultural evolutionary theory for designing sustainable and endogenously-spreading development/conservation policy.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 1:25-1:40 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk Rohan Kapitany We’ve made a list and we’re checking it twice: A two-wave longitudinal study of children’s moral behavior during Christmas2.4Ad Introduction: Santa Claus is a morally concerned, omniscient, interventionist supernatural agent. Belief in a ‘real’ Santa emerges in early childhood, is highly contingent upon adult endorsement, and typically ceases in the 7th year. Studying children may yield insights into the development and evolution of religious cognition. We expect that belief and exposure to cultural rituals will predict children's moral behavior during the Xmas period. Methods: We collected longitudinal data from parents (on Prolific) regarding their child’s belief in Santa, cultural practices and symbols, Santa’s moral concerns, and child prosocial behavior in the preceding week both before the Xmas period (T1: 25 November), and for the apex of the Xmas festival (T2: 26 December; N = 97). Results: Preliminary results suggest that disobedience/aggression did not change over the Xmas period, but that prompted prosociality increased, and unprompted prosociality decreased. The change was not predicted by belief in Santa, ritual salience, Xmas-relevant CREDs, or age. Discussion: Our real-world data among children have implications for the generalizability, learnability, and evolvability of the ‘Big Gods’ hypothesis.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 1:40-1:55 Cultural evolutionary insights, methods, and theory in understanding punishment, jurisprudence, and the law Session talk Radim Chvaja Moral absolutism as a component of norm psychology: The relationship between moral perception and compliance with norms2.4Ae Introduction: Cultural evolution of norm psychology holds that groups first evolved norms regulating interpersonal behaviors. Second, individuals in groups with stable prosocial norms evolved norm psychology helping with internalization of such norms. I argue that perception of moral norms as absolute and universal is internal part of norm psychology and test three hypotheses derived from such reasoning. Methods: I utilized data from Pew, FBI crime records, WVS, and NSYR (National Study of Youth and Religion) and hierarchical regression framework. The Pew and FBI data served to test the association between % of moral absolutists in the US state and crime rates per 100K (H1 group benefits). WVS data were used to test whether moral absolutists justify norm transgressions less than relativists (H2 norm compliance). NSYR data allowed me to test relationship between moral relativism and likelihood of being jailed, arrested, and found guilty (H3 individual benefits). Results and conclusion: I found mixed support for the hypotheses which is in conflict with clear results from controlled experiments highlighting the importance of observational data in the study of norm psychology evolution. 

Sept_23 MINI SESSION CHANGE BREAK (5 MINS)

Sept_23 2.4B 2:15-3:15 Biocultural social sciences 3 Chair: Iza Romanowska Richard Mortensenstuen

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 2:15-2:30 Biocultural social sciences 3 Session talk Fredrik Jansson Modelling Cultural Systems and Selective Filters 2.4Ag # Introduction: Cultural traits are embedded in webs of relations and sequentially acquired and evaluated – filtered – in light of previously acquired traits. Incorporating multiple traits and their relations is needed to understand the organisation, dynamics, and emergent products of cultural evolution. # Approach: We introduce a modelling framework of individual filtering of interdependent traits and explore the effects on cultural transmission and emergent phenomena, through mathematical treatment and simulations. # Findings: Sequential acquisition of compatible traits leads to culturally evolved filters. These organise culture into mostly consistent and stable systems. Depending on the structure of trait relations, they modulate rates of cultural change, exhibit path dependence and punctuated equilibria, and can generate convergent transmission, clustering and polarisation. # Discussion: A systems view of culture can give a fuller understanding of the source and character of emergent phenomena. It increases the scope of cultural evolution, whereby faithful transmission, self-organisation and filters can be accounted for by systems dynamics without strong assumptions on innate machinery.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 2:30-2:45 Biocultural social sciences 3 Session talk Gul Deniz Salali Outgroup mistrust drives the link between health conspiracy beliefs and vaccine hesitancy across cultures2.4Ah Introduction: Studies to date have shown a strong correlation between belief in conspiracies and vaccine hesitancy. In this study, we go a step further and examine the pathway underlying the relationship between belief in health conspiracies and scepticism towards vaccines. We propose that conspiracy beliefs are deeply rooted in our tendency to form cultural groups, which throughout human evolution, has facilitated large-scale cooperation. We put forward the hypothesis that mistrust in outgroup members is the main driver of belief in conspiracies leading to vaccine hesitancy. Methods: In a demographically representative cross-cultural survey with over 4500 participants from the UK, US and Turkey, we tested this hypothesis and controlled for several psychological and demographic variables including psychological reactance, belief in science, general mistrust, political orientation, religiosity, sex, age, education and financial satisfaction. Results: Outgroup mistrust was the strongest predictor of belief in health (COVID-19-related) conspiracies across all countries, followed by psychological reactance- intolerance of others telling one what to do and being sceptical of consensus views. Control variables, including belief in science and general mistrust, had much weaker associations with the endorsement of health conspiracies compared to outgroup mistrust. There were considerable differences in the predictors of general conspiracy mentality and health-specific conspiracy beliefs, suggesting that distinct conspiracy beliefs have different psychological pathways. Our mediation analysis revealed that outgroup mistrust contributed to vaccine hesitancy through its association with health conspiracies. Participants in Turkey and the US scored higher on belief in health conspiracies, vaccine hesitancy and outgroup mistrust compared to the participants in the UK. The association between outgroup mistrust - but not reactance and belief in science- and health conspiracies held across countries. Discussion: These findings suggest that cultures exhibiting higher outgroup mistrust are more inclined to believe in health conspiracies and in turn exhibit higher levels of vaccine hesitancy. Considering these findings, we suggest ways to tackle conspiracy beliefs and vaccine hesitancy.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 2:45-3:00 Biocultural social sciences 3 Session talk Renée Hagen Understanding women's support for patriarchal gender norms in four East Asian countries2.4Ai Introduction: Patriarchy likely has its roots in an evolutionary history of sexual conflict, but variation in women's interests in gender norms today is often overlooked. We consider whether women themselves can sometimes benefit from unequal gender norms, such as through gains from alliances with high-status men or benefits to male offspring. Also, younger women may experience higher costs than older women. We test whether these hypothesized interests are reflected in stated gender attitudes. Methods: We use survey data from China (n = 4126), Taiwan (2024), Japan (2660) and South Korea (1051) and Bayesian multi-level regression models to test predictions. Findings: In most countries, women’s views grow more patriarchal with age at a rate faster than for men (Taiwan: β = -.07, P(β < 0) = .88, China: β = -.10, P(β < 0) = .99, Japan: β = 0.0, P(β < 0) = .52, S Korea: β = -.06, P(β < 0) = .76), suggesting this is not due to generational norm changes alone. The predicted SES-effect was only found in Taiwan (β = -.28, P(β < 0) = .93). In China (β = -.09, P(β < 0) = .95) and S Korea (β = -. 22, P(β < 0) = .94) a higher ratio of sons to daughters is linked with more unequal gender views, and this is mostly driven by an item representing son preference. Discussion: Some of the variation in people’s attitudes to gender norms may be explained through their varying interests in such norms. The costs women experience from unequal norms likely decrease with age. Having more sons is associated with a stronger son-preference, but does not affect other norms tested in this study.

Sept_23 Afternoon 2.4 3:00-3:05 Biocultural social sciences 3 lightening talk Radu Umbres Mortuary ritual investment as cues of mutualistic cooperation beyond death 2.4Aj Why do humans spend valuable resources on mortuary rituals? Evidence from fieldwork in a Romanian village and ethnographic literature suggests that costly signals of generosity activate intuitions about cooperation with the dead represented by an enduring “person-file system” (Boyer 2002). Performers use rituals to increase their reputation as cooperators as well as powerful and wealthy people (Hayden 2009). Family, relatives, friends, and other consociates perceive such investments as mutualistic cooperation (Baumard 2016) calibrated according to partner value. The model explains some recurrent features: fear of ancestor vengeance and peer moralization for ritual omission or underinvestment, the preferential treatment of the dead’s partners, variable but finite timescale of mortuary dues, overinvestment for high-status dead, the irrelevancy of grief, and the role of inheritance. Cultural attraction (Sperber 1996) can explain similarities and variability in ritual expenditure across societies. 

Sept_23 COFFEE AND POSTERS 3:15-3:45 Stakladen

Sept_23 AWARDS/ SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS  & BUISNESS MEETING 3:45-5:00 Stakladen

POSTER SESSION

Evolutionary analyses in language and literature Poster Olga Dudojć A distributed approach to numerals in sign languages P1 Humans use a wide variety of representational patterns to express numbers. Some of these representations also straddle different modalities, and sign languages (SLs) are a prime example: Their users produce and receive signals in visuospatial space but adopt tools and strategies linked to the oral/auditory modality; and in SLs numerals resemble notational systems. At the same time, systems may possess rare features that are neither attested in SLs used by neighboring communities nor related to the surrounding spoken languages. Such features include, for instance, how compound numbers are structured or whether number representation is quantitative or symbolic, and whether the form involves hand movements or repetitions. Because of this variety in structure and form, numerals in SLs challenge cross-modality feature analysis. In this talk, I will show how a distributed cognition approach can be made fruitful for their analysis. This approach recognizes that numerical cognition operates on information that is distributed across internal and external representations, and that the way in which numbers are externally represented shapes cognitive behaviors (representational effects).

Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories Poster Jakub Cigan Public conversion testimonies and group commitment P2 In groups of the Evangelical tradition, public conversion testimonies are essential when considering a neophyte for membership. Interestingly, in these groups, every member must undergo conversion experience and display their converted nature – actual converts and those brought up in the tradition. In their public conversion testimonies, members signal their loyalty to the group and try to convince others about their commitment and trustworthiness. Contrary to the group's theology that both groups of neophytes are equal, my previous study found significant differences in public conversion testimonies between the individuals who have been part of the group since childhood and strangers in the effort to persuade others operationalized as the length of testimony and amount of negative self-depiction. Except for this difference in public conversion testimonies, their function remains unknown, and we are at the beginning of its understanding. Based on these findings, I'd like to present a research design to study changes in commitment for both groups and if high-conversion performers are treated more for their commitment than low-conversion performers.

Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories Poster Radek Kundt Effect of prestige and CREDs on intergroup aggression P3 We investigate how aggression towards enemy out-group spreads among in-groups during intergroup conflicts. Focusing on the role of learning biases, we tested whether prestige and credibility enhancing displays of in-group leaders motivate other in-groups to participate in intergroup aggression. Using a minimal group paradigm and an intergroup prisoner’s dilemma with maximized differences on a Czech sample, our results show that the transmission of intergroup aggression is promoted by credibility enhancing displays and by the prestige of group leaders, not their dominance. Furthermore, taking advantage of the naturally occurring event, the storming of the US Capitol, we studied whether group affiliation influences how Americans perceive the aggressive behavior of the shooting officer and shot A. E. Babbitt. Our findings suggest that the group affiliation and the support for the storming predict perceived prestige and dominance diversely for both actors. We conclude that given the context of an intergroup conflict, leaders can increase participation in aggressive behaviors towards out-groups by prestigious motivation, sidestepping the coercive pathway of dominance.

Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories Poster Adrian Bell Group topology P4 Groups mediate the transmission of culture and are often the center of cooperative activities. They are also dynamic, contingent on socio-environmental conditions. Here I introduce a statistical and ethnographic data collection framework for mapping the relationships between group identities, anticipating complementary work that will reveal the driving forces behind group topologies.

Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories Poster Kateřina Koppová Helping Ukraine: Mechanisms promoting extra-group prosociality towards the Ukrainians during the 2022 invasionP5 Across many countries, the Russian invasion of Ukraine prompted individuals to help anonymous and more or less distant Ukrainians fleeing or defending their country. Utilizing this crisis as a natural experiment, we tested evolutionary mechanisms hypothetically responsible for this surge of extra-group prosociality, focusing on kin-based, kith-based, and indirect reciprocity, and moralizing gods beliefs. On a sample of 3051 participants from 16 countries recruited in an online survey, we measured relatedness coefficients, reciprocal relations with Ukrainian friends, cultural and geographical distance from Ukraine, and moralizing gods beliefs to test their effects on three forms of extra-group prosociality: monetary donations, volunteering, and attending pro-Ukraine happenings. While attending happenings is predicted by kin and kith ties, volunteering is also predicted by the belief in a moralizing god. Data on monetary donations are still being cleaned and are yet to be modeled. For now, we argue that the differences in the effects of the studied predictors rely to the costliness of the forms of extra-group prosociality and the sampled populations’ distance from Ukraine.

Cultural evolutionary theory: Innovations, syntheses, and (hi)stories Poster Pavlína Hillerová Tip for Science: New app lets you study cultural transmission of continuous traitsP6 Human culture, despite its immense complexity, is often reduced to fit into a particular framework when studied quantitatively. We know, thanks to the number of studies to date, that people select among the available variants while modifying them during transmission. We also know that different biases play a role in this process. We set out to combine existing approaches into a single mathematical model and determine the extent to which they affect cultural transmission. Our main objective is to estimate parameter values in a continuous cultural inheritance model that considers the proportionality in variance between cultural parents and offspring while taking factors such as conformity bias or cultural attraction into consideration. This poster introduces the data collection app, styled as a simple transmission-chain quiz game. While answering the questions, participants are presented with tips of previous players as hints. We are able to modify the transmission parameters (e.g. selection pressure on tips in each generation or diversity of tips presented to the first generation of participants), which allows us to reliably parametrize the process of cultural transmission.

Cultural evolutionary approaches to the past Poster Kiran Basava A cross-cultural analysis of social complexity and the taking of human body parts as trophies during warP7 Archaeological and anthropological research on war has linked the taking of human body parts as trophies with transitions to sedentism, farming, and political centralization: trophies could increase status of warriors in societies with achieved inequality, project political power for leaders relying on violent coercion of internal and external populations, and were often linked with beliefs about agricultural fertility. This study tests whether institutionalized trophy-taking in war was more likely in societies 1) at intermediate levels of social complexity, 2) engaging in violent political expansion, and 3) dependent on agriculture. A dataset of 113 societies was coded from ethnographic and secondary historical/archaeological sources. Bayesian logistic regressions were used to test the likelihood of trophy-taking from the predictors, using a DAG to adjust for appropriate covariates. None of the hypotheses was supported. There was some evidence for a negative effect of social complexity (95% CI largely negative across models). This could be interpreted as less display-oriented violence in complex societies reliant on more egalitarian/cooperative ideologies. It is also possible the sample or coding was biased, such as with the measurement of social complexity, or that trophy-taking is too broad a phenomenon to be consistently associated with any of the hypothesized drivers.

Cultural evolution in non-human taxa Poster Andrew Whiten Animal Culture Studies Advance in the Pages of Nature and Science P8 Introduction. This poster celebrates advances in the study of culture in non-human taxa indexed by articles appearing in the two highest profile science journals. The present century has witnessed a remarkable surge in the quality and quantity of these studies and their reception in such journals. Approach. Titles of articles on animal culture together with brief abstracts and key illustrations extracted from Nature and Science are displayed, to illustrate the range of taxa and cultural phenomena addressed. Findings. Twenty titles are available in the present century alone, a majority from just the last decade. Reports of culture cover an expanding range of species including primates, cetaceans, birds and insects. Behavioural domains are no less diverse, from mate choice to foraging techniques, vocal repertoires and migration routes. Evidence extends to gene-culture co-evolution. Implications for conservation are now under review by IUCN and UN. Conclusions. The studies collated here index the growing recognition that cultural phenomena are widespread in animals. They provide a robust and exciting platform from which to further explore the scope of culture in non-human species.

Cultural evolution in non-human taxa Poster Julia Omena The development of social personality in a wild neotropical primate P9 Social primates exhibit a vast behavioural and cultural repertoire. Understanding the ontogeny of sociability in primates can bring important findings in comparative studies between human and non-human cultures. In this context, our objective was to analyse the development of the social personality of 12 wild capuchin monkeys (Sapajus libidinosus) and test if sex and monkey identity affected the social personality. We used videos recorded in the wild during the first 3 years of life of 6 males and 6 females and analysed the rate of emission of affiliative social behaviours, such as grooming, lipsmacking and others. We used GLMMs and tested the repeatability of behaviours for statistical analysis. The results showed low repeatability for monkey identity and sex as random effects The population exhibited high values of inter and intraindividual variance in the emission of behaviours, especially during the first year and a half of life, that is the infancy of S. libidinosus. The repeatability values stabilised in the juvenile period, but remained low. Our results show that social personality is not yet established in the first three years of life for these primates. Longitudinal studies following the individuals until adulthood are necessary to understand if and when personality is consolidated in capuchin monkeys.

Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Poster Matthew Billet How religious sermon content is associated with—and affected by—socio-ecological context: Analyzing 50,000 American sermon transcripts from 2019-2020P10 Religious sermons reinforce and transform the ideas and values of local communities. Prior work indicates sermons serve important functions for individuals and groups, but many key questions could not be addressed due to limited corpus size. The present research uses natural language processing on a corpus of 50,000 geo-tagged sermons from five Christian denominations delivered between 2019-2020 in the United States. We aim to understand how sermon content is associated with—and affected by—socio-ecological context. This requires two main analyses. First, accounting for spatial autocorrelation, we correlate sermon content with state-level variables, including tightness, political orientation, and prevalence of natural disasters. Second, we use event-based analyses to examine how local sermon content is influenced by natural and man-made disasters. Preliminary analyses indicate our analyses are feasible: Sermons are distributed sufficiently across states, and we have quantified the prevalence of psychologically relevant topics in each sermon. We await the results of our main analyses. It is now easy to utilize rich data sources, like transcripts, that directly capture phenomena of interest. Religious sermons are an untapped data source for scholars to examine how religious institutions transmit culture and interact with the socio-ecological environment.

Large-Scale Cultural Databases: The Challenges Ahead Poster Yuto Ozaki Similarities and differences in a cross-linguistic sample of song and speech recordingsP11 Introduction: Music and language are both found in all societies. But did humans evolve to make music, or is our musicality a byproduct of language evolution? Surprisingly, there remains little data on which aspects of music and language are shared or distinct across cultures, due to the limitations of automated acoustic analysis and the lack of cross-cultural datasets with human annotations. Approach: We combined objective acoustic analysis with subjective speaker annotations to compare recordings of singing, lyrics recitation, spoken description of the song, and the instrumental version across diverse languages. Findings: Pilot analyses of recordings in five languages (Japanese, English, Yoruba, Farsi, and Marathi) suggest that tempo is the feature that most strongly differentiates speech and song (song is slower), while melodic interval is most similar (both speech and song are characterized by small intervals <700 cents). Discussion: We will use a Registered Report framework to rigorously test candidate features on a sample of over 50 languages, revealing cross-culturally shared and distinct features of speech and song, and shedding light on the evolution of language and music.

Aesthetic arts, cognition, and cultural transmission Poster Maria Zimmermann Rhythm categories without auditory experience? Perceptual priors reveal by haptic rhythm reproduction in the congenitally deaf subjects.P12 People are generally biased toward hearing and producing rhythms composed of simple integer ratios. However, the preference for specific rhythm structure is also significantly modulated by experience and differs across cultures (Jacoby and McDermott 2017). The role played by distinct musical experiences in developing the specific rhythmical categories remains unclear.
To address this issue we conducted a study on haptic rhythm reproduction on congenitally deaf people, that is, a population which has never have been exposed to auditory music. 20 congenitally deaf subjects (aged 18-40) participated in an experiment based on a haptic version of the iterating learning rhythm procedure(Jacoby and McDermott 2017) The rhythmical sequences were presented on the participants’ torso using a haptic strap, and subjects were asked to reproduce rhythmical sequences by tapping synchronously along with the stimuli. Each participant’s reproduction of a rhythm provided the seed for the next rhythm iteration, so that perceptual priors could be estimated.
Surprisingly, we found that the deaf individuals have rhythmic categories that are similar to those revealed in previous studies on auditory rhythm in the general population. Like hearing populations, deaf subjects exhibit a tendency toward integer ratio rhythms. Comparing to hearing US subjects, they also tended to have significantly more of the simple categories (such as 1:1:1 ratio), and significantly less complex rhythms categories (i.e.1:2:3 ratio).
Our results show that perceptual priors for specific rhythms can be developed independently of auditory and musical exposure.

Biocultural social sciences Poster Eva Kundtová Klocová Behavioral fluctuation during the menstrual cycle P13 Previous research suggested changes in anxiety and mood connected with fluctuations of progesterone during menstrual cycle. These fluctuations could in turn lead to behavioral patterns connected to heightened states of anxiety. For example, in humans and non-human animals, ritualized behavior has been linked to states of intense stress and anxiety in a range of studies. In a pre-registered (osf.io/fq7sm) longitudinal study (36 days), free-cycling female participants regularly marked their day of the cycle, symptoms connected with the menstrual cycle, levels of anxiety, and activities they performed. These activities were evaluated by independent coders on the characteristics of ritualized behavior. The main prediction of the study were that psychological changes, specifically heightened anxiety, and perceived stress during the luteal phase, would lead to both an increase in the types of ritualized behaviors and higher intensity of those behaviors. We have not observed any differences in anxiety or stress between luteal and follicular phases, but higher anxiety (independent from phase) was positively correlated with more ritualized behaviors.
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